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Estimates Masonic Meeting Mora Grand Jury
School Money Election Returns Crop
Ey Prof. R. S. Trumbull
j

Weddings
o

Hugh C. Mitchell and Miss
Lizzie E. Nelson, both of Liberty
were married at Raton Thursday
Nov. 15th.
This is the sequel to a long
and sensible courtshiq by these
well known and popular young
people. Miss Nelson hag been
living at Raton for some time
but has a homestead at Liberty
near that of the groom.
Mr. Mitchell is a son of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Mitchell, and
one of the best young men of the
His bride Has taught
mesa.
school here besides holding down
a claim for several years and enjoys the admiration and respect

The following is a Certificate
of Apportionment of School
Funds for Mora County for October and November, 1917 amount
tag to $9,142.24 distributed
the 61 districts by County
Superintendent Milncr Rudolph
as follows
State fund,$l, per pupil, balance
County taxes.

of all.
They will be back after a short
bridal trip and will be at home
on their farm, near the Liberty
School.
We get it from his neighbors
that NelsWetterhus Was married

Dist Pup's Amt, Dist. Pup's Amt

9

310
204
142
58
137
102
85
56
159

$827.50
411.80
167.20
191.65
258.50
201.
94.40
96.50
159.

10

61

82.15

11

101

12
13

396
34

14

41

254.
868.50
119.50
41.
194.25
115.35
70.70
91.12
70.65
238.35
89.
268.12
148.75
223.10
112.50
99.50
69.65
90.80
83.85
168.85
61 37

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

138
this week, but when, where and 16 87
to whom, we can't seem to learn 17 59
We have always wondered why 18 54
some good woman didn't catch 19 54
Neis and keep him for a pet and 20
75
we congratulate the one that 21 89
finally did get him,
22
77
23
70
The men who were digging the 24 80
63
cellar for the new addition to the 25
26
68
Hospital
got
reckless
and
Plumlee
27
46
fired a stick of dynamite on top
71
28
the rock Wednesday morning.
The rock was not injured but two 29 60
windows on that side of the Hos- 30 68

pital were smashed and the patients badly frightened. Dr. made
the mistake of paying part of
the price before the work was
finished and booze did the rest.
The-Ladie-

s

Tuesday club"

met

with Mrs. Fred Brown this week.
Fred Brown went to his ranch
near Solano Thursday. He is also
starting his new residence on the
Dr. Evans place where he has

the new well.
Miss Myrtle Kerns came down
from Dawson Sunday for a visit
with her father and sisters and
many friends here.

15

31
'

69 $117.25!

32 33 75.75
33 263 843.50
34 41 115.25
35. 36 47.25
36
92.
37 47
84.45
38 57
87.55
39 61
74.75
41
40
41 35 94.85
42 108 - 229.50
43 51 128.15
44 33 58.65
45 29 '54.20
72.
46 28
47 45 98.10
48 36 92,25
49 48 76.80
50 26 86.30
51 46 98.65
52 39 84.
53 111 156.
54 72 90.
55 32 88.25
56 33 89.25
57 37 60.85
58 53 53.
59 46 46.
60 37 94,15
103.15

The election returns arc not all
in yet but enough to show that
the estimate of 20,000 majority
Dry and the defeat of both the
Tax and Judicial Amendments.
Not a bad start for the Australian Ballot.
New Mexico, the land of sunshine, is coming to the front so
fast that it takes ones breath
when you stop to compare present conditions with those of a
few yeras ago.
It 3 but a couple of years since
politicians discussed gravely the
merits of the "Short form ballot"
declaring that, The Natives
could not intelligently vote a
complicated ballot
Now we have a modern form
of the Australian Ballot and its
first trial has brought us Prohibition by a huge majority and registered an intelligent protest
against the suspicious looking ef
fort to get a law that might easily be made obnoxious and one
which was plainly a guerryman-der- .

The grind jury of Mora county
in Roy and vicin- - will meet in Mora on Monday,
following estimates of- Masonic Order,
The
is called for Friday evening, November 12th. No petit jury
crops in the dry farming district
November 23a. at the I. O. O. F. will be empanelled for Mora
trt tho Twnn Pniiu-rf.iKnf
for the purpose of complet 'county until the next term of
i
MB Hall
,
JUKI iiiu uciocu uyuu mc uuwui,i.i
arrangements
ng
for the institu court. Among the murder cases
and estimated yields reported by,
k
upwards of one hundred farmers
;Dr. 0. A. Sale is promoting the Jury is that of Rafael Marques,
pretty uniformly distributed over
effort and all masons are urged who is alleged to have slashed
the district and including the
meeting and assist Margarito Garcia, which caused
farming operations of the Wilson, to attend this
his death. This murder was
go
this time.
in making it
Company of Mills. The degree
Dr. Sale has communicated commits in iiptonvme. At mo
of accuracy in the estimates for
preliminary hearing Marques
the whole district depends upon with many Masons and wishes pleaded guilty murder and was
to
three factors.- - First, the accur- that all attend whether they are
to jail without bond.
sent
prospect
The
not.
his
or
on
list
acy of the estimates of their own
The case of Jose IsaacMartiuez
by individual farmers; is good for a very promising
crops'
will be examined. Martinez
also
together.
work
lodge
all
if
second, second, the accuracy of
preliminary hearing was
whose
my estimate as to the total numheld at Ledoux on October 12, 3
anBros,
received
'Í
Davenport
ber of farmers actually farming
nine Fords last week accused of having murdered Mrs.
in the district this year, third, other car of
have
another carload coming Matilde Bustos de Ortiz, last
the degree of accuracy of the and
June.
assumption that the acreages and this week. This, will fill all the
booked
yields of the farmers reporting orders they have had
Floersheim's new elevator has
and places them in a posi- will average the same as for the
added another new device for
balance of the farmers. I collect- convenience in loading cars. It
ed most of the information be- future sales.
The roads are so thronged now is an automatic weighing matween October 17th. and 22nd.
new Fords that common chine which weighs and records
with
1917.
the weight as it runs into the car
people are staying at home.
WINTER WHEAT
The hopper holds three bushels
Average for 229 farms, 87
dumps twice or three times a
and
Messrs. Myron Forges and
acres per farm, Estimated total tallying ea'ch time so that
minute
Raymond Shaya, young men rep- 57,079 acres. Average yield
when
car is loaded the exact
a
New
Lií?.
Estimated kesentinff ?e
17 bushels per acre
of wheat in it Í3 recordamount
insurance u., one oi me uigu
bushels.
Insurance comoanies in the U. S. ed.
The above acreage and average
reputation known to
yield is for the acreage planted. and with a
General Manager George F.'
everyone, have been in Roy the
There was on adandonment of
Paso & Sauth
past week soliciting insurance. Hawks, of the El
probably between 30 and 40 per
been promoted. He
They have a car and have been western, has
cent of the planted acreage which
made
recently
was
would bring the average thresh thoroly canvassing the mesa an with general supervision over
getting a lot of business.
ed yield up to 7 or a bushels per
all operations.
A

o
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v
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Following this we have a decided sentiment in favor of getting the judiciary out of politics
elecby means of
tions and the time when we shall
controll
be rid of a Political-Bos- s
ed judiciary Í3 almost in sight.
There are many reasons why
we should rejoice in the reforms
that have come to us and strive
harder to get the other needful
laws. The intelligent and un
afraid newspapers of the State
have been the chief factor in acre.
'
8
creating public sentiment which WINTER WHEAT
Average planted, or to be
forced these reforms from an un
Mrs. J. N. Ren fro caie back willing oligarchy.
planted, for 125 farms- - 88.1 acres
to Roy this week to see about
per farm. Estimated total - 61,
property
interests.
her
Martin Rhyme and wife are 128 acres.
now coming to town in their new v"
PINTO BEANS.V, old
way
slow
instead
of
the
Ford
Roy
to
in
II.
L.
Brock came
Average, for 121 farms - 39
Saturday with his mother who is with a team. They had a fine acres per farm. Estimated total
taking treatment at the Hospital. crop of wheat this season' and 28,795 acres Average estimated
A bad heart will make it necessa could spare the price of a car yield- - 222 lbs. per acre. Estimatry for her to go back east to a very nicely out of over 1. 100
ed total - 6,857,113 pounds.
lower altitude as soon as she is bushels.
Av farm unit, for 1917 570 acr.
able to travel. Mr. Brock followArea controlled by farmers and
Walter Ross threshed his beans
ed his custom of paying ahead
Wilson Co. - 377,090 acres.
Monday with his little Beaner
for his
Total cultivated area, estimatwhich he purchased two months
ed
District Attorney Chester A. ago and got last week. He came
original
Hunker was in Roy last week to in Monday to get the
E. J. H. Roy and family have
to go out and adprosecute the men who killed the
a
moved in from the ranch at
fawns in the canyon recently. , just it so it would thresh 'em
and will live in Mrs. Foster's
right.
building recently vacated by the
The success of the new Cottage
Mrs. Henry Stone's two daugh Telephone Exchange on Chicosa
for Tubercular treatment at the ters, Mrs. Belle Kilmurray and Street.
Hospital has decided Dr. Plumlee Mrs. Nell. Hardy, arrived ThursRev. Hearn preached a Serto erect a number of cottages on day for an extended visit at the
Sunday evening in the inmon
his farm adjoining town and ranch.
terest
of the Y. M. C. A. and
and make the treatment and
started
a subscription to raise
care of Tuberculars a special
The Y. M. C. A. Clock points
the amount allotted to Roy. The
mission aside from his regular to $200.00 at noon Thursday.
'
fund was started with $50, dohospital practice. The need of
T. E. Mitchell, of
such an institution is apparent.
The second Liberty Loan sub- nation from
who has been very liberal
scription to date is $3,700.00 for Albert,
Robert L. Sansbury, is another Roy. The first Loan of $1200.00 in his donations to all the war
at was over suDscrioea ana it is activities.
soldier who will read the
The drive will continue till cur
Camp Kearney, Calif." He is in likely this will be also.
quota is raised.
Co. E. 115th Engineering Corps.
non-partiz-

total-295,0- 82

1917-191-
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J. Floersheim is remodelling
his house on the inside and repainting it outside. It is a making a great improvment.
Mrs. T. M. Ogden came

horn

from Dawson' Monday. She has
so nearly recovered that she feel
abel to keep house out on the
farm again. She is looking quite
well.
Henry Farr and wife went to
Raton Monday on a business trip.

S--

Amo Voelkel writes for his

S--

to be sent to 70 Co., 18B, 164
Dept. Brigade, Camp Funston,
Kansas. He says he is getting
Prof. John Wyre will spend
along fine, likes the army and the winter with his sister, Mrs.
sends regards to all friends here. Jennie Black, at Fairmount, 111.
He sends the S- - A. that he may
' The Santa Fe "Wets" proved know what we are doing.
themselves to be good losers.
They had a little "Slush-Fund- "
Orrie Phillips, the Raton attorand,
learnelection
was in Roy last Friday in
the
after
ney,
left
"Drys"
short
were
company
with a young Lietít of
the
ing that
to
canvass
making
Army
another
Y.M.CA. who was
the
and
Chairexpenses,
their
making
a
drive for the new Y.
meet their
to
over
Levy,
turned
fund.
man, Jake
the Dry Chairman all the money
Mrs. Will Mitchell is in the
left in the "Wet" Treasury.
Plumlee Hospital suffering from
a severe case of Bronchitis. She
BAZAAR and Chicken-Pi- e
has been afflicted thus for a long
t
time and hopes for relief from
The ladies of the Christian
rest and treatment.
Church will give their annual
Chicken Pie Dinner and bazaar,
Joe Albertson, the best known
At Judge
Saturday Nov. 24.
salesman that comes to Roy,
Foster's office building. Fancy
was bereft of hi3 mother who
articles suitable for Xmas gifts
lived in Trinidad, last were, She
and potted plants for sale. '
has been an invalid for some
'
Dinner 50 cents. Your patron
time.
...
.
age solicited.

meeting of members of the

A party in honor of Mr. Lester
Floersheim, at the J. Floersheim
home Friday nite drew many of
the younger set to that popular
home and encouraged them to
make merry
Dr. L. Alonzo Bright Supt. of
the M. E Church in New Mexico
will preach at Mills Friday even- Nov, 16th,
The pastor will preach at Roy
next Sunday morning and evening.
W. C.

Heaton Pastor

Miss Beryl Applegate, of Solano, visited with her friend,
Miss Mabel Bruce, this week.
The Roy Trading Co., has, to
date paid out over $40,000.00 in
cash for pinto beans, this fall
and the delivery is just begun
from many farm3 owing to scar-sit- y
of bean threshers and the
difficulty of threshing,

vice-preside- nt

Dr. Mi D. Gibbs accompanied
them for a three days drive this
' "
week.
,

Justice and family motor
Raton Sunday to visit
friends. Hugh Mitchell accom
M. N. Baker is the possessor
panied them and remained while
of a new Ford and he and his
they returned Monday.
family are beginning to enjoy
some of the rewards of: their, 10
'?
C. L.

ei to

lied Cross Committees

years of struggle with No one bettor deserves
Mrs. F. A. Roy, chairman of
it than they and they will all get the Red Cross Auxiliary has apthe. good of it.
pointed the following Commit
home-steadin-

g.

tees

Melville Floersheim returned
Monday from Hot Springs where
he has been taking treatment
for rheumatism. He looks a lot

KNITTING
Miss Minnie Griner
Mrs. J. E. Russell
Mrs. M. D. Gibbs
better.
These Ladies will be at the
Mrs. Fan Dietterich returned Floersheim Building each Satur
Wednesday from an extended day afternoon to distribute yarn
to those who knit and give in
trip to Wichita, Kansas.

structions regarding

it

The R. R. Painters have been
Knitters must read page three
a week painting up the depot and of Instruction Book.
all the other buildings of the
MEMBERSHIP
railroad. Bright yellow and dark
S. Russel
Mrs.
J.
red tones have added much to
C. L. Justice
Mrs.
the appearance of the town.
Mrs. Wm. Baum
Miss
Theresa Mathews
During the rain Wednesday,
Miss Lillian Griner
lightning struck in the J, Floer
Miss Leora Hall
sheim field, east of town and
Miss Grace Worley
sent a cloud of dust a hundred
Miss Mabel Bruce
feet into the air. Jake and his
Mrs. Myra Defrees
two son3, Melville and Edgar
Mrs. W. J. Snyder
saw the phenomenon and reportMr. J. Floersheim
ed it.
Mr. Wm. G. Johnson
The Literary Society attracted
Mr. R. E. Pendleton
Snyder
W.
Mr. and Mrs.
J.
audience last Friday night
large
a
Mr.
have, as guests this week,
the program seemed to meet Miss Annabelle Leatherman
Snyder's aunt, Mrs. Camideener, and
of those present assistant in the Roy Postoffice.
expectations
the
of Oklahoma City and her little
who champ- submitted to
those
Debate
án operation for the
daughter. They arrived Tues- In the
Red Cross relief
of
the
cause
the
ioned
Appendicitis
of
at the
day and will visit for some time.
won an easy victory over the Plumlee Hospital last week. She
Conservationists.
is getting along fine.
Hal Warner is delivering his Food
complete its
will
Society
The
beans to market in Roy. He
organization ths Friday evening
If you want; a Ford, don't be
has a big crop and his beans
interesting
present
another
to sign up for it now, there
and
made a killin' for him this year
be
will
program.
cars for immediate delivHis beans alone have made him
Roy Garage.
ery
Adv.
at
the
more money this year than some
new
the
for
cellar
The furnace
men earn in a life time working
PUBLIC SALE DATESU
10 room addition to the Plumlee
o
for wages.
Hospital is completed and work Public Sales for this menth ecli- L. A. West, of Mosquero, has on the superstructure is being pse any previous month in the
moved to Tucumcari for the win- rushed with a view to completing history of the mesa, if we judge
be it before real winter sets in.
ter and asks that his
(from the dates reserved by
sent to him there in future. As
"Casey" alias Col. F. O. White.
E. D. Choate came up from
he sends a generous check in his
These are his sales listed to
letter we shall see that his order Solano Sunday bringing the child date - - - Nov.
'
ren with him to visit Mrs. Choate
is obeyed.
at the Plumlee Hospital. Miss
Most of these have been billed
L. A. Canon, of Liberty was Inez Cate also visited her. She
from this shop and appear in the
in town Tuesday. He is too busy expects soon to be able to return
from week to week.
on the farm to come in often.
.
home.
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Mthorof"The Spoilers" "The Iron Trail,"
"The Silver Horde," Etc.
CHAPTER

XVII

Continued.

17

"Sometimes I think I am, but I've
pumped that Morales girl dry, and I
can't figure anything else out of what
she tells me. Her and Jose expect to
make a lump of quick money, jump to
Mexico, get married, and Uve happy
ever after. Take It from me, It's Mrs.
Austin they aim to cash In on."
"Why the Idea's ridiculous!"
"Maybe It Is and maybe it ain't," the
fortune-telle- r
persisted. "More than
one rich Mexican has been grabbed
and held for ransom along this river;
yes, and Americans, too, If you can
believe the stories. Anything goes In
that country over there."
"You think Jose Is planning to kid
nap her? Nonsense One man couldn't
do such a thing."
"I didn't say he could," Phil de
fended himself, sulkily. "Remember,
I told you there was somebody back
of him."
"Yes, 1 remember, but you didn't
know exactly who."
"Well, I don't exnetly know yet I
thought maybe you might tell me."
There wus a brief silence, during
which Dave stood frowning. Then he
appeared to shake himself free from
Phil's suggestions.
"It's too utterly preposterous. Mrs.
Austin has no enemies ; she's a person
of Importance. If by any chance she
disappeared "
"She's done that very little thing,"
Struuge declared.

A little later Paloma, pale and heaiy-eyestole Into the room, and Dare's
cheerful greeting awoke Mrs. Strange
with a Jerk.
"Sol You're feeling better, aren't
fou?" the latter woman cried, heartily.
"Tes. Dow did I get here?" Dave
asked. "I must have been right sick
ind troublesome to you."
Paloma smiled and nodded. "Sick I
Why, Dave, you frightened us nsarly to
death I Ypu were clear out of your
bead."
Mrs. Strange broke Into his frowning meditation to ask, "How long since
you had a night's sleep?"
Oh, the prosecutor at Browns"I
ville ain't let me alone a minute for a
week."
"Umph I I thought so. You puzzled
that
but doctors don't know
anything, anyhow. Why, he wanted to
wake you up to And out what ailed
youl I threatened to scald him if he
did."
"I seem to remember talking a good
deal," Dave ventured. "I reckon I
said a lot of foolish things." lie caught
the look that passed between his
nurses and Its significance distressed
blm.
Mrs. Strange continued: 'That's
how we guessed what your trouble
was, and that's why I wouldn't let that
fool doctor disturb you. Now that
you've had a sleep and are all right
"What?"
again, I'm going home and change my
"She's disappeared anyhow, Bhe's
clothes.
I haven't had them oil for gone. Yesterday when I saw you was
two nights."
laid up and couldn't help me, I phoned
"Two nights!" Dave stared In be- her ranch; somebody answered In
wilderment. Then he lamely apolo- Spanish, and from what I could make
gized for the trouble he had caused, out they don't know where she Is."
and tried to thank the women for their
Duve wondered If he nad understood
kindness.
Strange aright, or If this' could be a
Ho was shnky when, an hour later, trick of his own tired brain. Choosing
he came downstairs for breakfast; but his words carefully, he said : "Do you
otherwise he felt better than for many mean to tell me that she's missing and
days; and Blaze's open delight at see- they haven't given an alarm? I reckon
ing hita did him as much good as the you didn't understand the message, did
food he nte,
you?"
Dave spent part of the morning BliStrange shrugged. "Maybe I didn't.
nking himself on the porch, reading the Suppose you try. You sabe the lingo."
papers with their exciting news. DurDave went to the telephone, leaving
ing his absence Paloma had done her Phil to wait When he emerged from
best to spoil Montrosa, and among oth- the house a few moments later, It was
er marks of favor had allowed her free with a queer, set look upon his face.
run of the yard, where the shade was
"I got 'em," he said. "She's gone
cool and the grass fine, and where de- left three dnys ago."
licious tidbits were to be had from the
"Where did she go?"
kitchen for the mere asking. In con"They wouldn't tell me."
sequence, Dave did not remain there
"They wouldn't?"
Strange looked
Mont- up sharply.
long until he was discovered.
rosa signaled, then trotted toward him
"Wouldn't or couldn't"
The men
With cars and tall lifted. Iler delight eyed each other silently; then Phil Inwas open and extravagant; her wel- quired:
come' was as' enthusiastic ' as a horse
"Well, what do you make of It?"
coulu make It Gone were her coquetry
"I don't know. She wasn't kidnaped,
and olrs ; she nosed and nibbled Dave ; that's a cinch, for Dolores went with
she rubbed and rooted him with the her. I think we're exciting ourselves
and per- unduly."
violence of a battering-ram- ,
mitted him to hug her and murmur
broke out
The little fortune-telle- r
words of love Into her velvet ears. She excitedly : "Yes we are I Why do you
swapped confidence for confidence, suppose I've been playing that Morales
too; and then, when he finally walked girl? I tell you there's something
back toward the house, she followed crooked going on. Don't I know?
closely, as If fearful that he might Didn't I wise you three weeks ago that
again desert her.
something like this was coming oft?"
Phil Strange met the lovers as they It was plain that Phil put complete
turned the corner of the porch, and faith In his powers of divination, and
warmly shook Dave's hand. "Teeny
at this moment his earnestness carried
my wlft told me you was better," he a certain degree of conviction. Dave
hung
I
out
It
I
"so
here.
began,
beat
made an effort to clear his tired brain.
around all day yesterday, waiting to
"Very well," he suld. "If you're so
see you, but you was batty."
sure, I'll go to Las Palmas. I'll find
"I was pretty sick," Dave acknowl- out all about It, and where she went.
edged. "Mrs. Strange was mighty kind
If anybody has dared to " He drew
to me."
a deep breath and his llstlessness van"Sick people get her goat. She's got
ished ; his eyes gleamed with a hint of
too.
animals,
way
with
'em
with
and
1
their customary fire. "I reckon I've
our
Why, Kajnh, the big python with
got one punch left in me." He turned
show, took sick one year, and he'd have
and strode to his room.
died sure only for her. Same with a
As Dave changed into his service
knows
She
.ot of the other animals.
he was surprised to feel a new
clothes
more'ti any vet I ever saw."
In his limbs and a new strength
"Perhaps I needed a veterlnnry' in vigor
of purpose In his mind. When he stood
stead of a doctor." Dave smiled. "1
in his old boots nnd felt the familiar
guess I've got some horse blood In me.
when he
drag of his cartridge-belt- ,
Seel'' Montrosa had thrust her hend
his free muscles, he realized
tested
for
waiting
under his arm and was
that he was another man. Even yet
him to scratch her ears.
could not put much faith In Phil
he
"Well, I brought you some mall
Strange's words nevertheless, there
a
for
pocket
8trange fumbled in his
might be a danger threatening Alalre;
malí bundle of letters, explaining
and if so, It was time to act.
'Blaze gave me these for you as I
Phil watched his friend saddle the
' passed tlie post office."
bay mare, then as Dave tied his rifle
Dave took the letters with a word of scabbard to its thong he laughed nervthanks, nn-- thrust them carelessly in ously.
to his porl-a-.
"What seems to be the
"You're loaded for bear."
trouble?" he Inquired.
The horseman answered, grimly:
"Yoa remember our last talk? Well "I'm loaded for Jose Sanchez. If I lay
thein Mexicans have got me rattled. hands on him I'll learn what he
I've been trying everywhere to locate knows."
you. If you hadn't come home I d have
"You can't get nothing out of a Mexi
gone to the prosecuting nttorney, or can."
somebody."
"No? Tve made Filipinos talk. Be"Then you've learned something lieve me, I can be some persuasive
more?"
when I try." With that he swung a leg
Phil nodded, and his sallow face over Montrosa's back and rode away.
puckered with apprehension. "llosa
Morales has been to see me regular."
CHAPTER XVIII.
Dave passed an uncertain hand over
his forehead. "I'm not in very good
A Surprise.
shape to tackle a new proposition, but
Law found it good to feel a horse
what Is It?"
between his knees. He had not realized
"We've got to get Mrs. Austin away until now how long Montrosa's saddle
rora here."
had been empty. The sun was hot and
-,
We? Why?"
friendly, the breeze was sweet In his
"If we don't they'll steal her."
nostrils as he swept past the smiling
.,v
"Steal her?" Dave's amazement was fields and out Into the mesqUlte country. Heat waves danced above the
patent "Art you crazy?"
d,

1

pill-rolle- r,

l

pntches of bare ground; Insects sang
noisily from every side; far ahead the
road ran a wavering course through a
deceitful mirage of rippling ponds. It
was all familiar, pleasant; It was
home. With every mile he covered his
strength and courage Increased.
Such changes had come Into his life
since his last visit to Las Palmas that
It gave him a feeling of unreality to
discover no alteration In the ranch.
He had somehow felt that the buildings would look older, that the trees
wouid have grown taller, and so' when
he finally came In sight of his destination ho reined In to look.
Behind him he heard the hum of an
approaching motor, and he turned to
behold a car racing along the road he
had just traveled. The machine was
running fust, as a long streamer of
choking dust gave evidence, and Dave
soon recognized It as belonging to
Jonesville's prosecuting attorney. As
It tore past him Its owner shouted
something, but the words were lost. In
the automobile with the driver were
several passengers, and one of these
likewise called to Dave and seemed to
motion him to follow. When the machine slowed down a hal'-nill- e
ahead
s
and veered abruptly Into the Las
gateway, Dave lifted Montrosa to
a run, wondering what pressing necessity could have Induced die prosecuting attorney to risk such a reckless
burst of speed.
Dave told himself that he was unduly apprenenslve ; that Strange's
warnings had worked upon his nerves.
Nevertheless, he continued to ride so
hard that almost before the dust had
settled he, too, turned Into the shade
of the palms.
Yes, there was excitement here;
something was evidently very much
amiss. Judging from the groups of
ranch-hand- s
assembled upon the porch.
They were clustered about the doors
and windows, peering In. Briefly they
turned their faces toward Law; then
they crowded closer, and he perceived
thut they were not talking. Some of
them had removed their hats and held
thera in their hands.
Dave's knees shook under him as ho
dismounted ; for one sick, giddy Instant
the scene swnm before his eyes ; then
he ran toward the house and up the
steps, ne tried to frame a question,
but his lips were stiff with fright.
Heedless of those in his path, he forced
his way into the house, then down the
hall toward aa open door, through
which he saw a room full of people.
From somewhere came the shrill wailing of a woman ; the house was full of
hushed voices and whisperings. Dave
had but one thought. From the depths
of his being a voice called Alaire's
name uutll his brain rang with It
A bed was In the room, nnd around
It was gathered a group of white-facepeople. With rough hands Law cleared
a way for himself, and then stopped,
frozen In his tracks. Ills arms relaxed,
Pal-ma-

.
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tnen Benito hardly knew whut he had
done since then, he was so badly
shaken by the tragedy.
"What time did It happen?"
"It was noon when I came In."
Dave consulted his watch, and waa
surprised to discover that it was now
only a few minutes past one. It was
evident, therefore, that Benito had Indeed lost no time, and that his alarm
hoi met with Instant response.
"Now tell me, who did It?"
Benito flung his hands high. "God
knows I Some' enemy, of course ; but
Don Eduardo had many."
"Not that sort of enemies.
There
was nobody who could wish to kill
him."
"That is as It Is."
"Haven't you any suspicions?"
"No, senor."
"You say Mrs. Austin Is goner
"Yes."
DETROIT.
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"Where?"
"t don't know."
Dave spoke brusquely : "Come, Benito ; you must know, for your wife went
with her. Are you trying to keep
something back?"
"No, no I As God Is my Judge t"
Benito declared. "I didn't know they
were going until the very last, and
even then Dolores would tell me nothing. We were having bad times here
at Las Palmas; there were stormy
scenes yonder In the house. Senor Ed
wus drinking again, you understand!
The señora had reason to go."
"You think she ran away to escape
him?"

"Exactly."
Dave breathed more easily, for this
seemed to settle Strange's theory. The
next instant, however, his apprehensions were doubled, for Benito added;
"No doubt, she went to La Feria."
Law uttered an Incredulous exclamation. "Not there t Surely she wouldn'1
go to La Feria at such a time. Why,
that country is ablaze. Americans are
fleeing from Mexico."
"I hudn't thought of that," Benito
confessed. "But if she didn't go there,
where did she go? Sulnts above! It
is a fine condition of affairs when a
wife keeps secrets from her husband,
eh? I suppose Dolores feared I would
tell "Don Eduardo, God rest his soul I
This much I do know, however: not
long ago there came a letter from
General Longorioi offering settlement
for those cattle he stole In his government's name. Dolores told me the
señora was highly pleased and was go
ing to Mexico- for her money. It was a
mark of Longorlo's favor, you understand me? He's a great friend, aa
ardent admirer." Benito winked. "Do
lores told me all about that, too. No,
I think they went to La Feria."

Dave remembered his first converse
tion with Phil Strange nnd the fortuneteller's Insistence that some powerful
person was behind Jose Sanchez. More
than three weeks ago Strange had forecast something very like this murder
of Ed Austin. Dave felt as If he were
the victim of an hysterical Imagination. Nevertheless, he forced himself
to ask, quietly:
"Is Jose Sanchez anywhere about?"
The range boss shrugged. "I sent
him to the east pasture this morning."
"Eh? So I You suspect Jose of this.
God In heaven! Jose Is-- a wild boy
But wait I'll ask Juan If he saw him ;
yes, and Victoria, too. That Is Victoria
you hear squalling In
Wait
here."
Benito hurried away, leaving Dave a
prey to perplexity; but he was back
again In a few moments. His face was
grave.
"Jose did not go-- to the east pasture," he said.
"Where Is he now?"
"No one seems to know."
:
Law walked to his horse, mounted,
nnd galloped away. Benito, who
watched him, saw that he turned toward the river road which led to the
Las Palmas pumping plant
The more Dave thought about Ed
Austin's death, the more certain he became that it was in some way connected with Alaire's disappearance;
and the loose end by which the tangle
might be unraveled, it seemed to him,
lay In the hands of Rosa Morales,
Jose's sweetheart That Sanchez, was
the murderer Dave now had little
doubt; but since the chance of apprehending him was small, he turned his
attention to the girl. He would make
Rosa speak, he told himself, If he had
to use force this was no time for gentle methods. If she knew aught of
Alaire's whereabouts or the mystery of
her departure from Las Palmas, he
would find a way to wring the truth
from her. Dave's face, a trifle too somber at all times, took on a grimmer
aspect now ; he felt a slow fury kindling in his breast.
1

his fingers unclenched, a great sigh
whistled from bis lungs. Before Mm,
booted, spurred, and fully dressed, lay
the dead body of Ed Austin.
Duve was still staring at the master
of Las Palmas when the prosecuting
attorney spoke to him.
"Godt This is terrible, Isn't it?" he
said. "He must have died Instantly."
"Who did
"We don't know yet Benito found
him and brought blm la. He hasn't
been dead' an hour."
Law ran his eyes over the room, and
then asked, sharply, "Where Is Mrs.

itr

Austin?"
He was answered by Benito Gonzales, who had edged closer. "She's
not here, senor."
"Have you notified her?"
Benito shrugged.
"There has been
no time, It all happened so quickly"
Someone Interrupted, and Dave saw
that It was the local sheriff evidently
It was he who had waved from the
speeding machine a few moments before.
"I'm glad you're here, Dave, for you
can give me a hand. I'm going to round
up these Mexicans right away and find
out what they know. Whoever did It
hasn't gone far ; so ynu act as my
deputy and see what you can learn."
When Dave had gained better control of himself he took Benito outdoors
and demanded full details of the tragedy. With many lamentations and
the range boss told what
he knew.
Ed had met bis death within a half-mil- e
of Las Palmas as he rode home
for dinner. Benito, himself on his way
to the house, had found the body, still
warro, near the edge of the jiecan
grove.' He had retained enough sense
to telephone at one to Jonesvllla, and

'
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(TO BE CONTINUED)

In Danger.

Friend (to professor, whose lecture
"How to Stop the War," has just been
Congratulate you, old
concluded)
man went splendidly.
At one time
during the afternoon I -- as rather anxious for you.
Professor Thanks.
But I don't
know why you should have been so
concerned on my behalf.
Friend Well, a rumor did go round
the room that the war would be over
before vour lecture. London Punch.
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Helpmeet Complains of

"Did ho go?"

Dave Stood Staring at the Master of
Las Palmas.
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Albert nodges' hobby was a hammock. He loved to swing to
for hours at a time, and loudly protested If anything occurred to
Interrupt his pleasure, according to his wife, Mary. She says he would climb
into a hammock at any time or place
providing the hammock was strong
enough to hold him he weighed
"something" over 2001
In the early days of the married
life of Albert and Mary Hodges the
former swung in his hammock as
long and as often as he desired. There
was little said about the matter, for
Mrs. Hodges was working for her
husband. Besides the housework, she
says she did a great many things for
,hlm. Albert was told that man must
eipect life on earth to be one round of pleasure. Mrs. Hodges was offered
a position as manager of a West Side hotel. She accepted the position and
the first person she engaged was her husband, making' liiin janitor of the institution.
About the first thing that he did after taking over the duties of his new
to sling up his hammock on one of the front porches of the hotel and
climb Into It Mrs. Hodges found him and the hammock, and Immediately
ordered the husband to the rear.
"I didn't care so much about the hammock being slung up in the rear of
the place, but I didn't want it in the front," testified Mrs.. Hodges in her suit
for divorce.
"What happened after you ordered the hammock removed?" asked Judge
Tucker.
"I removed it," she said. "But he was so angry that he struck me."
Mrs. Hodges testified that her husband never contributed anything to her
personal support
"Didn't he give you any money for clothes at all?"' asked the court
"No, how could he when he was In the hammock all the time?" she asked.
Job-wa-
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Jealous

fop

Responsible

Double

Murder

ANGELES. Jealousy, whipped to white heat by an overheard
conversation, led to the killing of Mrs. J. D. Dole by her husband,
an insurance official, who, after slaying his wife, cut bis own. throat and died
clasping her body to his breast. Nothing Is known of the tragedy Itself, except the mute proof that was left to
show that Dole had attacked his wife,
that she had defended herself unsuccessfully, and that after he had ac
complished her death he slew himself.
No person was present. Charles
Dole, a son, seventeen, and Gladys, a
daughter, fourteen, were at Sunday
school. Neighbors heard no sounds of
struggle. Cunary birds, caged outside.
the window, sang cheerily throughout the morning. Yet the fight must have
been terrific. Dole's skull was fractured from the blow of a small brass mullet
and he was gashed about the head by a kitchen knife with which Mrs.' Dole.
defended herself. The woman was also cut In several places on her arms
where she tried to ward off blows Dole aimed at her with a razor.
As he was dying. Dole wrote a note In blood. It consists of onty a few
words, but explains,, the police say, the motive which led to the murder and
suicide. Dole gave the name of a man, who relatives say,, had aroused bis
jealousy. The note reads :
"M
'Is the man."
There Is also an address given in the note as that of the- alleged home- wrecker. Charles Dole, the son, said that this man had been attentive to
Mrs. Dole for a considerable period and tbJit on one occasion he (the boy)
thought of slaying the accused man with B hatchet because of his advances
to his mother.,-
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Offer

Fine

Estates for

Convalescent

Hospitals
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Rich Americans are following the example of wealthy men of
government as con
and France by offering their estates;
valescent hospitals for wounded soldiers. The army medical department has
already approved Ferncllffe, at Rhine-cliff, N. Y., home of Vincent Astor,
and has under consideration offers of
other estates near this city.
Whenfully equipped for their new
purposes the country estates will receive wounded: American soldiers from

NEW

YORK.

to-th-

governraent:

ls&Bn' somewhere on
acaten, ísiana. ai ine convalescent
hospitals the wounded men will have
the entire use of the vast estates. Sta- bles, gymnnstoma and other outbuild
ings,, it is understood, are Included in the offers which, the owners of palatial
homes have made to the government. It is expected that the government, in
a short time, will announce the acceptance of the Vincent Astor estate at
Rhinecliff. Another home which has received! the favorable attention of the
medical department of the arfny is Drumthwackett, the M. Taylor Payne home
near Princeton, N. J. It ls also knowm that James Speyer is considering
turning over Wnldhelm, his estate at Scarbotoogh, N. YH to the government
for the period of the war.
Ferncllff, the Vincent Astor home,, is one of the most desirable sites In
the country. The estate overlobks the Hudson and ls valued at $8,000,000.
Vincent Astor, who ls now In foreign service as an ensign In the Naval Reserve, Inherited the estate from his father, CoV John Jacob Astor. At the
beginning of the war Vincent Astor gave
t
Mona to the government
He is now serving aboard that vessel.
hls-yach-

Determined to "Do His Bit" in Liberty's Cause

John Stranix, longshoreman, residing with his wife and
here at 1124 Gough street, was made jubilant by notification that his
persistent endeavor to become a soldier had been successful. When Stranix
applied for enlistment at the British
recruiting headquarters a physician
subjected him to physical examination
and said he was visually defective and
fit?
unfit to serve in the army. Disappointed,
but not discouraged,
he
haunted the headquarters until at last
another doctor "looked him over" and
opined he might be eligible for some
branch of the service in which perfecHouse Plants Must Breathe.
Turn house plants half way about tion of vision ls not an absolute necesat least once each week, to keep all sity.
This difference of scientific opin
sides alike and exposed to the light
Keep dust from them by frequent ion Interested Capt. F. L. Goord, who sent a report of it to MaJ. G. B. Hall,
spraying or sponging, so pores will not chief of the Canndlan army medical corps at Victoria, B. C, and the major
become clogged. They must breathe responded that he would not object to Stranix belug enlisted in the forestry,
branch of the service. Hence the jubilation of Stranix.
or they perish.
He is a native of Lurgen, Ireland, served seven years in the British nftvy,
Expert
had one of his eyes permanently injured while at work in the famous ship"I don't see liow you do It"
yard of Harland & Wolff, at Belfast, and came to California five years ago,
"Why not? responded the fortum
Since then he has been employed along shore.teller; "We can figure what goods thi
"My wife and I talked over the idea of : my enlistment,". he, told,..Ca.Ptaln
people come after just aa well as aoj Goord, "and she agreed with, me that it Is every white roan's duty to do his
'
di7 goods clerk."
hit In thin war."
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KIDNEY AILMENTS
There is only one medicine that really
as a medicine for
stands out
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver
3
nd bladder.
Dr, Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
stands the
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands upon thousands of distressing cases.
6wamn-Koot- ,
a physician's prescription for
special diseases, makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is
soon realized in moRt cases. It is a gentle, healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if yon wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

PURSUED

THIS

TY

Try the following recipes which also conserve white
flour as urged by the government.

Helslngfors, Finland, Nov. 12. A
state of war has been declared In Finland. The provisional soldiers' committee has appointed a sailor named
Schlecks as commissary of Finland In
place of Governor General Nekrasoff.
Prof, von Wendt, a delegate of the
diet, has telegraphed President Wilson that owing to the poor harvest the
country faces starvation unless food
can be obtained in the United States.
On the Italian front the Italian line
In the north has stiffened under the
reinforcements it has received from
the British and French. The German
official statement admits that cast of
Aslago, where the
made gains last week, the Italians In
strong force attacked the Invaders and
recaptured lost positions.
The Germans Sunday made no attempts to recapture the ground taken
from them by the British Saturday in
the region of Passchendaele, where
where they advanced their line 800
yards along a front of 2,500 yards and
captured several fortified towns, contenting themselves merely with the
line. A
bombardment of the newly-woheavy rainfall prevented the British
from extending their gain.

Corn Meal Griddle Cakes
lv
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en pi eorn meal
eapa boiling water
eup milk
Ubleipooa shortening
1 Ubleipooa buUum
ncup flour

Goes Through
Hole Made In His Helmet by
German Sniper.

W. McCall, Republican,
by
90,000 plurality.
Republican elected
to Congress to succeed A. P. Gardner.
Kentucky Democrats elect majority In both houses of Legislature.
Louisville elects Republican mayor for
first time in ten years.
Pennsylvania E. V. Babcock, Republican, elected mayor of Pittsburg.
D. L. Kiester, Republican,
elected
mayor of Harrlsburg. N. G. Lyons,
Republican, elected to Congress from
Twenty-eightdis'trict.
Ohio Harry L. Davis, Republican,
elected mayor of Cleveland. John Gal-viRepublican, elected mayor of Cincinnati. Cornell Schreiber,
elected mayor of Toledo.
Indiana Charles W. Jewett, Republican, elected mayor of Indianapolis.
Virginia
Davis,
Westmoreland
Democrat, elected by 30,000.
Connecticut Schuyler Merrltt, Republican,'
elected to Congress in

. James
Dickinson,
a convalescent
Canadian soldier, In a letter to a
friend, tells this story of the great
war:
During a lull In the battle of the
Marne one of the Canadian troopers
took off his steel helmet, and, placing
It on the end of his rifle, held It so
that about half of It protruded above
the top of the trench. A German
sniper, observing It, at once shot at It,
Bnd the ball, striking It squarely,
pierced the steel, going out the other
side. The "Tommy" laughingly showed
It to his comrades and placed It back

h

his hend.

Fifteen minutes later the order came
to "go over the top," and this same
"Tommy" was among the first. lie was
also among the first to fall, mortally
wounded.
It was discovered at the dressing
station that he hnd been struck by a
Dearly spent bullet thnt had gone
through one of the holes that he had
so recently shown his fellow soldiers
In Inughter.

Austro-German-
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Old Method

Fruit Cake
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The Silver Lining.
Hang! Wallop!
Mrs. Newmnld rushed out of the
g
dining room and saw Sariih Ann
among the ruins of her bt)nt china.
For nn Instant she wns speechless
with horror and anger. Then she
cried :
"Sarah Ann, what on enrth have you
done?"
Sarah Ann retrieved her cap from a
sea of gravy, and grunted:
"It's the dinner things, mum! And
oh, mum, what a good tiling I hadu't
washed 'em up!"

Crnsh!

slt-lin-

y

Apple Full of Gold.
Gold coins were found In an apple
by a minister In Albany, Ore., a short
time ago. The apple was a gift from
his congregation, and when he begun
to eat It he found It contained a sulll-tiequantity of gold coins to pay
the expense of himself nnd family on
a trip to the minister's old home In
Ohio. lie had been planning to visit
his mother and the congregation, learning of tills, decided to pay his

Hoarding New Bread.
Old Futwaste was a food hog. lie
went from shop to shop buying pounds
of this nnd packets of thnt, and stored
these 111 gotten gains In his lnrder "fot
a rainy day." It wus a Saturday night,
and a neighbor met Fatwaste emerging from a baker's shop loaded with
bread to the eyebrows.
The neighbor wanted to know what
the mountain of bread was for.
"Oil," said Fatwaste In a whisper,
"haven't you heard that new bread
mustn't be sold after today? I am
just getting a stock of It in."

et
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destroys the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by Improving
the general health and assists nature In
doing lta work. $00.00 for any case of
Catarrh
that HALL'S
CATARRH
MEDICINE falls to cure.
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
T. 1. Cheney 4 Co., Toledo, Ohio.

and James
been elected
city commissioners by good

Leeper Elected Mayor of Casper.
Casper, Wyo., Nov. 7 By a vote of
279 more than his closest opponent,
John F. Leeper was elected mayor.
He received seventy-onmore votes
than the combined vote of George
Nelson and Michael Edgett, the other
two candidates. With but one exception all the Leeper councilmen were
elected.
e
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HORSE SALE DISTEMPER

manufacturers.

Ooaben, Ind., IT.SaW
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Middle Aged
Woitieiv
Are Here Told the Best Remedy
for Their Troubles.
Freemont, O. "I was passing1 through the critical
years of age and had all
period of life, being forty-si- x
the symptoms incident to that change heat flashes,
nervousness,, and was in a general run down condition,
bo it was hald for me to do my work. Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as
the best remedy for my troubles, which, it surely proved
to be. I feel better and stronger in every way since
taking it, ad the annoying symptoms nave disap-eared." Mrs. M. Godden, 925 Kapoleon St., Fremont,
S bio.
' North Haven, Conn.
"Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound restored my health after everything else
had failed when passing through change of life. There)
is nothing like It to overcome the trying symptoms."
Mrs. Floekncb Isella.Box 107, North Haven, Conn.

e
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one-cen-

printing,

SPOIiN MEDICAL, CO., Manufacturers,

Troops Rushed to 'Block Villa.
Presidio, Tex., Nov. 12. With the
Ojinaga garrison firmly entranched on
three sides of the Mexican town opposite here, and 850 reinforcements from
the federal garrisons at Juarez and
Chihuahua approaching, Mexican federal officers at Ojinaga are awaiting
the next move of Francisco Villa and
his brother, Hipólito, who, with 400
men, are stationed at the Maijome
miles southeast of
ranch, fifty-fivOjinaga.

drugl

stamps to pay cost of
wrapping and mailing only.
Address Dr. V. M. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Constipation causes many serious diseases. It is permanently relieved by Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. One a laxa
tive; two or three are cathartic.
50

You know that when you sell or buy through the alee
you have about one chance In fifty to escape SAI.K STAB LB
1)1 STUM I'ISH. "SI'OHN'S" la your true protection, your
only safeguard, for aa Bure as you treat all your horses
with it, you will soon be rid of the disease. It acts as a
ure preventive, no matter how they are "exposed."
BO cents and $1 a bottle;' 15 and $10 dozen bottles, at all
good druggists, horse goods houses, or delivered by the

There's one thing about politeness
it never has to be apologized for

Mm

Arrested as Queen of Drug Plotters
Tucson, Ariz. With the apprehension of Mrs. Eva Pafaelovlch, a beautiful Serbian woman, army officers e
they" have uncovered a gigantic
opium smuggling Conspiracy to provide soldiers along the border with

h

have-arrive-

almost
hot
melts
short
trial will convince you. Send a sample of
your water to Dr. Pierce and it will be
tested free of charge.
Anurlc Is a regular Insurance and
for all big meat eaters and those
In their Joints.
who deposit

A Changing One.
"My policy Is never say die."
"Wait until your hair begins to turn
firay."

x

Western Troopt Reach Camp Pike.
Little Rock, 'Ark. Nearly 2,000 of
the men from the Middle West who
diwill comprise the Eighty-seventvision, National Army,
at Camp Pike and have been assigned.
The "first arrival came in three trains
Iron' Camp- Funston,- - Kan., and in
Kansas, Colorado,
cluded tnen-fror-

There's a Reasoa"

even about 45 mlnutea.

(The

called for 2 eggs)
Send for our new booklet "How to tat tggi by using Dr. Price' e Cream Baking Powder"
Mailed freo on request. Address Dept. W, 1001 Independence Boulevard, Chicago.

a

drink'

M

c,

of Dyspepsia
Coffee Does
Not Agree"

cereal

fewest

call eorn meal la bowl with hotline water) aid milk,
melted ihortenlnr and molasses; add flour, aalt and
baklnf powder which hava been alited together mix
welL Bake on hot treated (riddle until brown.
(The Old Method called for 2 egga)

n

cases 1

wholesome, pure

K taatpooa aalt
near
1 teaipooa nutmeg
cupi water
1 teaipooa olnaamoa
I oup ieeded ralilni
1 cup flour
ottroa,
cut
lne
ouneei
1 cup rye floor
eup ihortenlnr
teaipooni Sr. Prlce'a Baking Powder
Boll inrar, water, fruit, ihortenlnr, alt and aploe
together In lauoepan I minutei.
When cool, add
flour and biking powder whloh have been aifted to-tether. Mix well; bake In loaf pan la moderate
1 mrp browa
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be made.
New York Woman suffrage carried second call will
regulations
themselves and the
The
state by about 100,000 majority, addmore than 9,000,000
ing 2,000,000 voters to the Empire questions which
registrants will be required to fill out,
state.
to local boards, but
Ohio
Presidential woman's suf- will be forwarded
yet been made public. War
frage reported defeated in unofficial have not
Department officials estimate that the
returns.
whole process can be completed withThis world Is full of foolish people
in sixty days.
Negro Legislator Elected In Harlem.
who are unable to see things from our
This means that no second call will
point of view.
New York. Early returns Indicate
be
made on the draft forces before the
negroes
to
have
elected
the
been
that
When a man first makes a fool of New York, State Assembly and the middle of next February, as the period
himself he gets an awful jolt but he New York City Board of Aldermen for of classification will not begin until
Dec. 15.
soon gets over It.
the lirst time in the city's history.
The President describes the new
plan of dividing all registered men not
Single Tax Defeated In Pueblo.
already mobilized into five classes,
Pueblo, Colo. Early returns from subject to military service by classes,
the city election Tuesday establish as being intended to produce "a more
that the two amendments proposing perfect organization of our man
changes in the method of conducting power."
,
the city government have been beaten
"The selective principal must be
by votes of about two to one. The carried to its logical conclusion," the
amendment proposing a return to the President said, and he added that
single-tamethod of raising revenue there must be made a complete invenregIs beaten by about the same vote. One tory of the qualifications of each
amendmént was carried, that to pro- istrant in order to determine "the
agvide Increases In the salaries of city place in the military, industrial or
says well known
in
of
which
the
ranks
nation
ricultural
employés.
Mike Studinski, member
authority.
of the last State General Assembly, his experience and training can best
be made to serve the common good."
Lovern have

that it aggravates
stomach troubles
could still enjoy a
delicious hot table
beverage and escape coffee's effects
by a change to the

'

red-ho-

Very Bad Taste, We Say.
We have always thought him witty,
but now we have discovered that he Is
merely offensive.
The other day we told him thnt we
were Intending to bring out our poems
In book form.
"All of em?" he asked.
"Well, practically all of them."
"Good I" he grunted. "That's putting
em where they won't bother anybody."
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Many who use coffee not knowing

Eggless, Milkiest. Butteries
Cake

Insurance in Australia.
State insurance in Australia shows
Red Cross Hag Blue mnkes the laundress
HEAL BABY RASHES
gratifying results. It has been found
hnnpy,
clothes whiter than snow.
possible to pay a bonus of 10 per cent All goodmakes
grocers. Adv.
That Itch, Burn and Torture With Cut!-cur- a on ordinary policies, nnd to make other concessions.
Trial Free.
Iteserves are being
Didn't Give Her a Chance.
built up and expenses met. This
"You'll have to pay fare for that
success Is attributed to the child, madam," said the conductor.
A hot Cutlcura Soap bath Is soothing
to Irritated skins when followed by very low expense ratio of the office,
"But he's only eight years old."
a gentle application of Cutlcura Oint- which Is about 12 per cent of the net
"We collect for all children ovei
tol-lpremium Income.
ment. Use Cutlcura for every-dnseven."
"Well, why don't you have your slllj
preparations to prevent such trouTerse Biography.
old rules put up where people can see
bles. After this treatment baby sleeps;
"What's that husband of yours
them?"
mother rests and healment follows.
now, Mrs. Snaggs?"
Free sample each by mall with Book.
"Time, mum!"
Would Like To, Though.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Teacher Name a bird besides th
Sold everywhere. Adv.
Boston.
Human nature Is to want to fly a
ostrich that doesn't fly.
Bright Boy The jailbird.
higher than your neighbor.
Inciting to Exhortation.
".What was the idea of you men getHELP IS OFFERED and is freely given
ting out with firearms and using harsh
ACID POISONING!
to every nervous, deli-t- e
language last night?"
woman, by Dr
"Well," replied Broncho Dob, "since
llcrces' Favorite Pre-script ion,
Rcmember
they put hard liquor out of business The most eminent physicians recognize
that uric acid stored up In the nystcm Is
lingredient s on label
II i MAl
Crimson Gulch has been mighty quiet. the cause of gout and rheumatism,
that
Ta
blet
Liauid
lin
or
I
Nobody seems to take any interest in this urle acid poison Is present In the
form.
muscles,
Joints,
or
nerves.
experiBy
us. We thought maybe we could get
in rvery I e m a
Fourth district.
menting and analysis at the Invalids'
complnint," irregularback enough reputation for wickedHotel and Surgical Institute In Buffalo,
Dry Elections.
ity, or weakness, and
ness to induce some evangelist to jump N. Y., Dr. Pierce discovered a combinain
every
exhausted
Ohio
Result on prohibition in NEW DRAFT PUT IN OPERATION.
tion of native remedies that he called
t
give
us
Washin
a
and
talk."
condition
of the fewhich drives out the uric acid
doubt, with Indications that the drys
system,
male
the
9,000,000 Men Will ington Star.
of
Classification
from the system, and In this way the
will triumph.
never fuila
pain, swelling and inflammation subside. to benefit
Dec. 15.
Begin
Bearing-dowor cure.
New Mexico Prohibition carried
pains,
If you are a sufferer from rheumatism,
Washington. President Wilson for$100 Reward, $100
backache, pains here or there, you can ob- internal inflammation and ulceration,
the state by about 15,000 majority.
Catarrh la a local disease greatly influ- tain Anurlc, double strength, at any drug weak back, and all kindred ailments are
mally put the new machinery for the
Jersey Republicans elect
New
enced by constitutional conditions.
It store for 60 cents, and get relief from the benefited by it. It can now be had in
large majority both houses of Legisla- carrying out of the selective draft bill therefore requires constitutional treat- pains and Ills brought about by uric acid;
tablet form as well as liquid at almost
Into operation Saturday with the pub- ment. HALL'S CATAR11H MEDICINE or send Dr. Pierce 10o for trial pkg. Anu- any drug store. Tablets 60c.
ture, Indicating prohibition legislation
la taken Internally and aeis through the
writyou
many
foreword
Dr. Pierce's Medical
he has
will find
times more
lication of the
Adviser (lOOO
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the Sys- rlc which
at the next session.
to the regulations under which the tem. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE potent than llthla and eliminates uric acid pages) will be sent free on receipt of
ten
sugar. A
Suffrage Elections.
as
water

Nearly Spent Bullet

Dn

Elections.

Chicago Socialists crushed by vote
of Democrats and Republicans In
electing judicial ticket.
Governor Samuel
Massachusetts

TOMMY

.

DE-

FRONT-CI-

London, Nov. 11. The Bolshevlkl
revolution In Petrograd Is reported to
be approaching collapse. Reglmenti
loyal to Premier Kerensky are marching on the capital, and fighting is under way In the city, according to re
ports from Petrograd. An organization which has adopted the name of
committee for saving the
country and the revolution announced
that the defeat of the Bolshevlkl movement was a matter only of days or
fifhours. The town of Tsarskoe-Sclo- ,
teen miles south of Petrograd, where
former Emperor Nicholas lived much
of the time, Is said to have been captured by loyal forces, after which the
rebels retired to Petrograd In dlsor-lerl- y
mobs.
The chief wireless station now is
controlled by loyal troops. The Red
Guard has been defeated in Moscow.
Premier Kerensky Is said to be approaching Petrograd.

Name.
Political

In many recipes only half as many eggs are required, in soma
none at all, if an additional quantity of Dr. Price's Baking
Powder is used, about a teaspoon, in place of each egg omitted.

Western Newspaper Union News Servir.

New York, Nov. 7. John P. Hylan,
Democratic nominee, is elected mayor
e
lead
of New York, having a
of about 145,000 over John Purroy
Mltchel, the present mayor and fusion
candidate. Morris Hillqult (Soc), running on a straight anti-wa- r
platform,
received a few thousand fewer votes
than Mltchel. Win. B.Bennett (Rep.),
Is a bad fourth. Socialists claim
the election of ten aldermen and several assemblymen. With these possible exceptions the entire Democratic
ticket is swept into office along with
Hylan.
The city ticket elected was as
follows:
Mayor, John F. Hylan;
Comptroller, Charles L. Craig; President of the Board of Aldermen, Alfred
E. Smith. The borough presidents
elected were: Manhattan, F. L. Dowl-Ing- ;
Bronx, Henry Bruckner; Brooklyn, A. E. Rlogelmann; Queens, Maurice E. Connolly; Richmond, C. E. Van
two-to-on-

FATE

saves eggs in baking

OF BELLUMO TAKEN.

Weatern Newipaper Union News Sarvlct.

FOR

AUSTRIAN

ADMIT8

FEAT ON TRENTINO

ON EARLY RETURNS.

"Good henvensl The star has forgotten his lines."
"Oh, well, the leading lady hasn't
forgotten her lines. That gown she's
Wearing sets off her figure to

SWAMP-ROO- T

BAKING POWDEK

MARCHES ON

NEW MEXICO VOTES DRY .VAR III FINN CAPITAL
SUFFRAGE

racis
CREAM

RIOT8 8PREAD OVER PETROGRAD

HILLQUIT THIRD.

VOTE.
No advance in prlct for this
remedy 25c for 24 tableta Some
cold tablets now 30c for 21 tablet
Figured on proportionate coat per
tablet, you uvt 9Hc when you buy
-- urea V4ia
niu
In 24 houri giip
in 3 dan Money
back if it fall.
24 T.bUu for ISo.
At any Drug Store

MAYOR OVER

ELECTED
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FORCE TOTTERS
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Honolulu, T.
LiliuofcalanI
of Hawaii whose death had bfeah expected 'for. sevejal- days, passed away
H.'j-Quee- ri

d
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Sunday morning.
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IsjDead.

Former Queen Lijiupkajanl

New. México,.-- . Nevada,. Missouri and
NebraskaiU The first me in were as
signed to the One Hundred and
Field artillery brigade, replac'"
V
ing Alabama members.

l
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

30C

The Spanish American
--

REUISTEUKD AUCitTST 17. 191.

33

IRVIN OGDEN, SP

Su'mcriptioa $1.50

Entered as

second-clas-

Not
Quite
Ready

This nation, under God, shall
live a new birth of freedom,
and that government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, shall not perish front
the earth. Liucoln.

o

If anyone attempts ta haul down
the American flaa, ahoot him on the
(pot. John A. Dlx.

Rebekah Degree

ico

Pure

Work, won rim in rrttorin health to llwM
ultarinK wiltl lubrruluii or aionuco
tioublo. fiMitirtlr MlnauopraDina
CM IDIUIItl BUJDUUIUWII
AT HADING DRUOOiaTS
fn tn In I .it . I in.

Phy.it. an a

g

folks.

Western Uncle Don't, eh? Well.I'vf
been hunting for a house that the
carried away for two years, and
I. haven't found It yet.
Point of the Joke.
We told a funny atory.
Which he thought was full of wit;
íhit th itory wasn't funny
That'a the funny part of It
Man's Wisdom.
handed Brown a

S1U

pill In settlement of a debt
"By the way, Brown," said Jones,
ho had observed the transaction, "I'd
ten-spfor a few
Ílke to borrow that
You don't need It rifht away, do

OIS
THE

30I

is

hoc

ROY TRADING Co.

For

self-mad-

Men's Dress Hats

female. "One
man is enough to

self-mad-

;

self-mad-

We have Just Received a Splendid
Lot of new Shapes and Shades
In the Famous

Such Is Life.
"There b no rest for the weary."
"What's the matter now?"
"Just about the time the discussion
as to whether or not bagpipes were musical Instruments died out, the same
Bort of controversy began to rage about
the

,.'

Fillings, Proofs
land matters.
Also Surveys and

out?"

"Because idle curiosity is uhvnjv
getting soncbody into trouble."

New Goods Arriving
Daily

TNoV. 20

0

oy Trading

.

The sa:d defendant, R. T.Mc Giomery
is hereby notified that a suit on Note
has been commenced against you in
District Court for the County ot Mora
State of New Mexico, by said Floer-sheii- n
Mercantile Company, asking
judgement for the sum of One Hundred
and Twelve dollar and twenty cents
$112.201 with interest hereafter accruing on said note, and cost of this
action, that unlew you enter or cause
to be entered jour appearance in said
autt on or before the 15th day of DecO
ember A. D.'MI, decree PRO
therein, will be rendered

- nut
avoi mira ai im,
..Forth diiI r poltra that liihwa
ehoaa attt kac
hla
a
la

you.
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to attend the Dental needs of
this Ecommunity.

Prompt Attention

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

NEW MEXICO

ROY

Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Col F. O. WHITE
Spanish-America-

.
'

Attorney for fUuttiir.

"

"...

"

'

An

".

Old Man's Stomach

As we grow older and less active,
less and less food M required to meet
the demands of our, bodies. If too
much is habitually taken, the stomach
will rebel, when a man reaches the advanced age of 85 or 00, you' will Cnd
that he is Nght eatar. Be as careful
a yoa will, hof ever, jou.jrill occasion
ally eat more than yoMhonld and will
feeV the oeed et Cliamberlain'e Tablet
dlsonler. Ttwse' Cablets
to- - correct tí

ií:

Plenty oi mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent - long
time.

J.

Ti

i?K12

orHe.aigeatie

L.

Hayes Real Estate Co.

The artesian flow from the oil
well twelve miles from Alamogor
do is stronger than four hundred
gallons a minute, according to
expert water men who have
visited it. The ównerg have announced that the well will be put
down several hundred feet deeper. .'Thé water was Encountered
1

1

t

'

'
trtütjhten ..,.....
Mrtomt
:
'iT&raflaU.

ditc'ratiríesli4í but'
1 the? 'm3i & ÜÍW
av; M&iUtl
1

V

v
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CON-FSSS-
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? .

LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office Records.
MAPS.

25

Kitchell Block

It. T. Mc Giomery

"

Has Softmam brought
.tack that matched pair?
but '
;
gtableboy No ;
nothia'
"
patched ware!. .:.

y

Clayton New Mex.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

vs.

Liveryman

at Solano, New Nexico.

Cam-pine- s.

(

,
, Oh, WffUt
As á poltaliad man he triad ! aoaa,

C.N. ROARK

Plats.

Prompt Attention
Office

Hearn, Pastor.

His address is MILLS N.
FOR SALE:- - All my Milk Cows
You
can have SALE BILLS
and
Barred
Plymouth
White
and Cream Separator. Also a Rocks,
printed
and make dates at the
Rhode Island Reds,
Ford Car. I am offering a bar- Black Minorcas, and Silver
n
Office. Roy,
gain in all this property. See
Buy your roosters while New Mexico.
them at my ranch 3 miles west they are cheap.
of Solano, 8 miles, down the
Solano Poultry Farm,
I can loan you money on your
track from Roy,
Solano, N. Mex.
final receipt as easy as on your
Jack Mills, Solano, N. M.
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
6 percent interest.
Come in and
let us talk to you about your
In the district Court
loan:
County of Mora
of Springer, N. M.. will be in
J. E. Wildman, Loan and In. Ai ril Ter.Ti A. D. 1918 Roy
surance Agency. Office at resiNo.25C6.
dence north end Chicosa St,
Co.
Floershoim Mercantile
Roy. N. M.
tO

Also Real Winter Caps

;

O. W.

and all'

Pure Blood P6u trya

and
"Stetson" Brands

you to marry me?"
"Why don't you nsk me and find

'

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

? SELLING OUT?

ts.

1

"Lion Special"

Too Much Risk.

"What would you say if I nsked

MOTPftí?

Weak Stmach

.

r

A

A

JACK P. MILLS!
U. S. Commissioner

As a general rule all you 'need to t'o
i, to adoj)t a diet suited to your age
and occupation and to keep your bowels regular, when you feel that you
have eaten too much and when constipated,-take
one of Charhburlain' Tat

business."

MET

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month ' at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.'

a

day is the smallest wages paid
there now.

self-mnd- e

e
look at a
disgust a woman with the

ROY

NO TRESPASSING

Copyrighted Map, showing land
W. C. Yarbrough
by sections and description of
Route A Roy N. M. soil, climate, rainfall, elevations
temperature etc.. Postpaid One
Jack Gallegos went to Dawson
Saturday to work at the mines. Dollar. Grant Lands Locating
10-- 1
Co. Portland, Oregon.
is reported
that $5.00

here

11 A.M.

CHRISTIAN

tractor.

It

at Liberty,

P.M.

Second Sunday in each month.
7.30, P. M.
Services 11. A. M.,

.

Shutting Him Up.
"Ies," said the egotistical person, "J
m proud of the fact that I am a
man, but, strange to say, I nevei
e
woman."
yet encountered a
"Oh, that is easily explained,"
d

Cal

30

tyou?"
I "No," replied Brown, "but I may
need It som time."
a

auburn-hnire-

CO.

ín Franott

7

BAPTIST

e

I

the

MILK

i

"The One Price House"

City Cousin Now, you farmers don't
like
lave the trouble of

11 A.M.

Solano, 3, P. M.
R. L. MATTHEW. Pastor,

ir ioersneims

'MkÚf

ÍOne just

BlJ.

11 A. M.
M

Bradley,

2nd & 4th Sundays

Tha Inmmnarahle Baby Food
The Perfect Food for Invalids

GOAT

Mosquero,

Mosquero,

All persons are hereby warned
Mr. R. F. Moore and little son
R, Lee, left for Clayton, Monday not to trespass on my ranch and
Range Lands in the breaks of
on business.
La Cinta Canyon.
Mr. Frank Smith left WednesDeer hunters are especially unday for a trip to the apple or- welcome and dangerous to cattle
chard.
There is no land in this vicinity
not in private ownership.
Messrs. Frank Driskill, C. C,
Trespassers and Hunters will
Moore, R. L. Smith and R. W.
arrested
if found on these lands.
Bush, made a business trip to
P. J. LAUMBACH,
Ml. pd.
Roy, Monday.
Owner.
Grandma Hazen, from De HavFor Sale
Bob Smith and Bob Bush from en, N, M. has been visiting her
I have twenty very nice dairy
The Government need3 FarKopperl Texas are here visiting sons Ralph and Arthur Hazen
mers as well as Fighters-Two
heifers that I will sell on time C. C. Moore and looking over the during the past week.
million three hundred thousand
to parties with good security.
country. They plan to locate
Acres of Oregon & California
Act quick.'
For Sale.
Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
here if thej find anything thát
C. C. Woods,
in United States. To
revested
suits them.
'
I have a ford car good as new, be opened for homesteads and
Yankee, N, M.
for sale, would also like to buy a sale. Containing some off best
medium size second hand Avery landleftinlInitedStat.es..' Large

TPV

'mm
city

3d Sunday,

Goat Milk

WIDEMANN

at

Bradley, 7.00 P.

UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED

Mr. Wm. Delaney is improving
his farm quite a bit. He is having a basement dug and is preparing to build a house.

Mr. Henry Garms and son
Lewis have gone to Dawson to
work during' the winter.

house-huntin-

1st Sunday

WIOEMAIM'S

property.

Mr. Chandler Miore left for
Dawson, last week. He expected to obtain work there.

4,

A

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
CATHOLIC
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
each month at the
once
Mass
Evening each month
Catholic Church. Dates announcI. 0. 0. F. Hall
N. G. ed in advance.
Grace W. Gibbs
Mr. R. L. Smith and Mr. L.W. Grace V. Ogden Secy.
Rev. Fr.' Chateau,
Bush, of Bosque Co. Texas, arPriest in charge,
Visiting Sisters welcome
rived last week for'a visit with
and to locate ' here.
relatives
Methodist Episcopal Church
They have sold their Texas farms
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
and mean to invest in New Mex-

Next Week

'

1 o'clock.
cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

ing at

reported to
be improving slowly. His father
and two brotheis from Okla. are
here with him now. His complete recovery soon, Í3 the wish
es of his friends.

Watch for an
Interesting
announcement

BLESS HER!

I

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
.

,

Mr. B. F. Brown is

OLD GLORY, GOD

TO

81.0. O.F.

t.

matter at the

s

Church Directory

Your
at Christian Churcn.
Mr. L. A. West and family
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
presence is necessary.
moved to Tucumcari last week
Meets at its own Hall
F,
IVEYSupt;
Mr. West iá now owner of the on
Every Wednesday
ly blacksmith shop in Tucumcari
Evening
and intends to make that their
'
Visiting
Brothers always wel
Y. P. S. C. E,
future home. We miss them
come.
Myra O. Df.fíU'ES, Ptesidt'i.t
hope
to see them
very much and
Miss mujan Gmner, Sec'y.
R. C. Grunig, N. G.
back again when they've grown
Meets at the Christian Church,
Wm.'G. Johnson Sec'y.
tired o Tucum.
' Roy, N. M., every Sunday even-

Ptr Year

postolfice in Key, New Mexico.

HERE'S

MOSQUERO

EZ3 E

"The House of Service"

AND PUBLISHER

EDITOR

LODGE DIRECTORY

.

v

.

aMiMaMajiMatp
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE F0L. PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oflice at Clayton. New Mexico,

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

SwJ-se(-

W4-NV-

NEW MEX.

WJ-SE-

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

oyGarage

Officers & Stockholders
II. B. Jones,
Pres.

President

'

Justice,

and LIVERY

N, M.

lso National Bank, Tucumcaii,
C. L.

Cashier

Cars Housed and Cared for

R. Scott, Assistant Cashier
W. II. Fuqua,

C.

Repair

E. Mc Ginnis, Attorney

S. Floersheim,
Pres. Floersheim Mercantile

All il Hoy New Mex o
PAZ VALVERDE,
'lejfister

Register

11-2-

117

At Reasonable Rates.

Pres. 1st National Bank, Amarillo, Texas.
C.

M17

Office

Notice Is hereby given that Georp;i
C Lwnbof Roy N. M. who on
April of Roy N. M- - who on , May
23,
.
'6 li'14 made HE No. H7?61 for
1313 made HE No01.V77?for NEJ, NWJ.
SEJ-N'27
Ei SE See 34
Section
J
SWJ,
Sec 34 Twp 2)N Kng25K
SVfownship 19 north Hure 2 eait'
I. M. 1'. Meridian, has liled notice of
N M P Meridian, has filed no'.ice of in
intention to luuke three Year proof to
te.ition to inalii' Tluva Year Proof, to
'stublish claim to the land described, en aUIisli e.liiim
In tin; ird Htoe
before F II Foster U S Cum'r at
lescribcd, before W. II. Wülcox, U. S.
Roy, N.N. on the2Gth.daycf Nov. 1917
Coinr. at Roy, N. M. on the 11th day
Cluiiuant names as witnesses:
of ))ee. 1U17
Farl Cable
John Diygneps
Claimant nanea as witnesses:
Webb Kidd
Geo. II. Ray
Vidal Martinez , l'.pif.mio Flores
All of Roy New Mexico.
Pablo Vigil
Juan FaiiK) Cord va
I'AZ. VALVERDE.

BANK
ROY,

if,

Oct.

of 'h nte"!"r l' S, Land
at Clayton New Mexico
Oct. !i, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Adelina
N. Viiril formerly Adelina Martines
DeitHi-fni'T-

Co. Roy &

Mech&nice

WorkEGTsS

Department

Interior V S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Oct. 9 1917

Public Sale

STA.

Davenport Bro's, Proprietors
New Mex.
ROY,

Springer

I OR PLCLICATI0N

NOTICE

of tho

Notice is hereby given that
Moisés Vialpar.do of Mosquero, N.M.
at Public Audit n who on
6 1314 made II H No017382
at my farm, 5 miles east, 7 nortl-o- f for J Jtn.
Section 25
Mills', 18 north of Roy, 9 easl
NMP. Wendinnhas
of Abbott, 2 2
filed notice of intention to make three
northwest
ear proof, to establish claim to the
laud above described Lefore F.
íí. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
oflice at Roy, N. M. on . Des 4 117

I will offer

NJ-NE-

1--

Total Resources,
$175,000.00

NJ-N-

Pa-lous- e.

Tues. Nov. 20 '17

Claimant
Sale to commence at 1 o'clock
Francisco
P. M. Sharp.
The following
Jose Garcia
property

Interest Paid on Time Depesits.

to-w-

names as witnesses:
Cruz
Francisco Garcia
Chavez Gregorio Garcia

y

it

All of Mosquero New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

'S3

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

County of Mora

Tho Roy Drug Store

' April Term A. D.

In the District Court,

Floersheim Mercantile Co.
Freeman,

Perodicals and Stationery

The said defendant, Mrs. G. W.
Freeman, is hereby notified that a suit
on account has been commenced against
you in the District Court for the CounDefendant.
ty of Mora, State of New Mexico, by
To the above named defendants:
said, Floersheim Mercantile Company,
You and each of you are hereby asking judgement for the sum of One
notified that a suit to quiet title has Hundred Sixty One dollars and fifty
been commenced, against you in the cents $1(!1. 50 with interest thereon
district court of Mora, New Mexico, to and costs of this action that unless you
the following described real estate, to- - enter or cause to be entered your ap'
pearance in said suit ou or before the
wit:
Southwest quarter of the southeast 15th, day of December A. D. 1917, dequarter and the south half of the south cree PRO CONFESSO therein will be
west quarter of section thirty-threrendered against you.
and the southeast quarter of the south J, B, Lusk. ..
in
Roy, New Mexico
east quarter of section thirty-tw-

...

e,

township twenty, north range twenty
Attorney for Plaintiff.
five east, N. M, P. M., containing 160
Pedro A'. Ortega
acres; that unless you enter or cause
Clerk.
in
the
appearance
your
entered
to be
Óy Tho. G. Kain
said cause on or before the
I'eputy,
December, 1917, judgmen: will be taken
Plaintiff's
against you by default.
e
attorney' is Charles W. G. Ward,
FOR SALE:- - A few Pure bred
and business address East Las White Wyandotte Ccckerels, $1.
Vegas, New Mexico.
each,
Pedro A, Ortega,

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

1

1--

4

C. Ü.

Stboho. County Treasurer

Range new, Davenport Bed, new, 1 2 size Bed
with springs,
and mattress,
Feather beds, Quilts, Pillows,

entrusted to us dispatched wltti Promptness ad Accuror
Vour Huhiness KfsieetfuUy Solicited

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.

ifSFS

Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs

and intermediate points.
Roy City Exchange,
nected.

Rural-Communi-

ty

Lines conEfficient Service- -

X-

Public Sale
"

'"'

("'

"In

This is to warn all persons
that Hunting, cutting firewood
and all other forms of 'trespass
upon any of my ranches is positively forbidden by me and I
will prosecute any and all trespassers under Section 39, Statutes of New Mexico who are
found trespassing in any manI will offer for Sale at Roy.
ner on any of my lands.
N. M on Saturday November 24
T. E. MITCHELL,
1917 25 head in all, Saddle horses
Persons who will need fuel are
'
N. M, Work horses, Mares, Colts and
Albert,
41
Nov.
tf.
.,
;
and
after
on
notifietj that
Males.
35th. the undersigned will be
' fceueaheiil toenemtoe.
TERMS:- - 5 percent Discount for
prepared to furnish cedar and
tot Cask Other Terms mada known
The 'ejwerte declare that tf

Horse for Sale

.

:

..

.

j

witrg,
'mm

SSt

.t

Good iraur tí dim., wIim. the

.

V. ..amir:

mm
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CROUl'E

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION '
Department of the Interior, Ü. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Oct. 17 !'.7.
Notice is hereby gion that
"'"'
Walter Hill of Mosquero New M.x,
lni'3 mane
mn.l.. ITj. V isi'a.
. .. .il'Iv
TERMS:- - This will be a Terms '.Vlin fin
v
i,
nl."r,C8 nnclOIÜÓTl fci SEj;
Lotsf.C Sec
Sale but made .known on day of

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Trespass Notice

Writes

ClEE FOR

croup
frequently.
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy always broke i.p these
attacks iminedsaie'y, and I was never
without it in the house. I hao taken
it myself fur cougl.s ar.d colds with
good ies.:lts."

PH0XE at Springer.

E

SVlano, Mosquero,

"When my son Ellis was sick with
a cold last winter I gave him Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy. It helped hiu
at once and quickly broke up his cold,
City
writes Mrs. P. O. Stuchell, Homer
for
Pa. This remedy has been in nse
have
qualiiies
good
Its
many years.
fully proven by many thousands of
people. It is pleasant and safe to take.

:

Oklahoma Farm to Trade
For Stock

Mrs, Rose Middleton, of Greenville
Table, Chairs, New "Minnesota"
111., has had experience in the treat
Sewing Machine.
And other ment of this
disease. She iays "When
articles too numerous to mention my children were small my son had

6, Lots 1, 2 S.7 T, l&N. P. 2S'E. N.M.
gold watch, Sale.
P. M ri!
"New England", with gentle' Pi. .
,,
You are welcome if you care to tion t0 make
man's chain attached, at or be- bring your property here for Sale to establish claim to
the land above
tween Solano and Roy.
described befoie F H FotUr U S
Finder return to me or leave
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
at
office and receive reward.
M on Dec 14 IM7
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. P. Stanly,
' Solano, N. M. Col. F. O. White Auctjoner George Perry of Solano N. M.
.
E. G. PARKS, Clerk.
I,. N, Dewerse
J. M. Cordell
Andres
Trujillo
of
Mosijucro
N. M.
If the War Department row
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.'
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
decides to make no further use
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
of the contonment at AlbuquerOffice at Santa Fe New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
que, provided by the S;ate for
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Oct. 31 1917.
the concentration and training of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that
the New Mexico National Guard Rafael Crespin, of Sabinoso, N.M. who
Oct. 17 1917
the equipment of the camp may on April 22, 1914 made U. E. No. Ü2U9TU Notice is hereby given that
Fred Sisson of Roy N M who on July
be given to the University of for
J
Sec. 4
201014
made HE No 018120 for SEISection.'
23
Twp. 17N. Rng. 24E
New Mexico.
Sec. 22 and
J
N. M. P Meridian, l as died notice of NE.
NWJ-SSection 23 Towiv
make
to
Intention
three
Year
Proof,
to
N. Spears, of Route A. Roy
establish claim to the land above hip 19N Range 26E NMP Meridian hw
called last week to se that he gets described before P. H. Fonter U. S. filed notice of intention to make Fioftl '
the SA. to read in futuré.
Corar,
at Itoj, Hw Mico oo
ta the land above described, before
Dec W, 1917

LOST:- -

A Ladies'

Nellie Schlitz

S-- A

8x4x4;

Keyistm.

CERTAIN

Gifstrap Bro's, Prop's

3 "

iwrv!

8.

Farm of 40 acres in Dewev
County, Oklahoma, 5 miles from
Oakwood, on Gulf & Orient, Ry.
25 acres farm land balance heavy
timber well fenced, good buildings atfl well. Will sell or trade
for good team and milk cows.
Inquire at
office

Roy Telephone Co.

Roy, NcwEMexico
Short Orders
Regular Meals
ffJ.F. ARNETT Prop'r.

,

12

S--

The Home Restaurant

.

All of Roy New Mexico
FRANCISCO DELGADO

1--

Wm. Brashears,
miles N. W. of Roy.

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at

e

Z--

Com-mision- er

Titles lo Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj
.straightened out and we are also prepared!
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

All Matters

SVYi-Nii-

j

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

south o! B07, Price at tna

j,

hole Kitchen

Mora, New Mexico

,

J.F.ARNETT

Stlthell

i

'

Ton J. TiTLoa, jr.. Absrtacto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Now under Management of

P. O

1

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

The Southwestern
Hotel

Mus

'

r

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

,

Clerk
By Thost G. Kain
Deputy,
'

V "...

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

post-offic-

24

Kitchen Cabinet, metal top

. 21 1317.

Notice is hereby givt n that Amadeo
Ulibuiri of Wagon Mound N. M. who
6 on Sent. 1 1314 made H. E. No. C21751
Sec. '.'5, T. 0N. R. 2.E, and
;.i.t 4 Sec. I'O, mid Lot.- 1 and 2 Sec-io- n
ai Townhii
l;.!if ;4ii Also
n .lün. lUJi ViM made s;di: i!. E. No
).Sr21 for
.
SE1-NSec. 25 Twn. 2UN. Ri-fN.M.
e1
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make ThreeYrur Proof, to estab
ihh claim totha land above described
ueiore Stanley A. Koutz, V. S.
at hisoltice in Wajion Mound
New Mexico, on Dec. 18, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Julian Gallegos E.equie! Gallegos
Ignacio Valdez Marcelino Ulibarrl
Wi-SK-

Mrs. G. W.

George Maestas,'
And the unknown claimants of
Interests adverse to ptuintiiT in
the premise herein described, --

11--

Household Furniture

vs.

V3

t.

Oct

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

2501

7

.

Run-a-bou-

1918

No.

George H. Ray,
riaintiff,

11-1-

In the District Court,

COUNTY OF MORA,

One of the best Milch Cows on
the Mesa,
Coming Yearling
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
heifer. Buildings and Outbuildings, Auto.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Oflice at Sunta Fe N. Mex.

'

!
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All EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROQRE83 OF EVENT8 AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOING,

ACHIEVE-MENTS-

SUFFERINGS,

HOPES

,

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Wester

Newspaper Union News Service.

ABOUT THE WAR
German troops landed on Island (
Aland in Baltic sea.
Entire Turkish army is In flight before British In Palestine.
The British have captured Gaza In
gain.
Palestine following a nine-milOnly eight British vessels over 1,000
tons were sunk the past week, and
four under that tonnage.
The Canadians have von another
notable victory in Belgium, capturing
the town of Passchendaelo.
The American Infantry still is struggling with mud and water, despite the
activity of the engineers in clearing
the trenches.
Italians continue retreat to river
Piave. Rear guards inflict heavy
Jesses on
British
and French troops marching to Italian front.
. Seventeen thousand more Italians
have been captured and Cadorna
forces have fled across the Levinza
river. Berlin claims 250,000 have been
taken during the two weeks' drive.
Tine congress of soldiers' and workmen's delegates at Petrograd appealed
to the Russian army to stand firm and
to protect the revolution against imperialistic attempts until the new government had obtained a dfflcrutlc
peace.
Gen. Cadorna relieved of high command and made member of allied
military committee that will direct
operations. Gen. Diaz has been appointed first in command, with Gen.
Badogllo second and Gen. Grandino
third. Gen. Foch, chief of staff of the
French war ministry, and Gen. Wilson, subchlef of the British general
taff, will serve on the Interallied
oommittee with Gen. Cadorna.
The Maximalists are in complete
control of Petrograd. Kerensky has
fled to the front, and it is believed
be will direct his operations from
Moscow, and from there will endeavor
to unite the Moderates against the
Maximalists, and also to rally to his
support Cossacks and such other
troops who have not already gone
over to the Extremists. The rebels,
under leadership of Nicholal Lenlne,
arrested many of the premier's lieutenants, Issued orders for his arrest
and began forming their new government. A peace delegation has been
named.
e

Austro-German-

WESTERN

rr
Presidential suffrage was defeated
In Ohio.
The vote on prohibition in Ohio was
close, with incomplete returns showing the wets slightly in the lead.

'

Reports received at El Paso stated
' that a large force of Villa tfóops were
moving toward Ojlnaga opposite Presidio, Tex.
With no returns received from six
prohicounties on Nov. 8, state-widbition amendment in New Mexico had
a favorable majority of 15,674 votes,
returns from
based on
e

semi-offici-

the other

twenty-twcounties.
The new developments In Russia
are evoking the sympathy of the Japanese government and the Japanese
people for the Russian provisional
government, according to Baron
Megata, head of the special
Japanese financial commission to America in Chicago.
o

Tan-etar-

o

MaJ. Benedict CroweU of Cleveland,
Ohio, an engineer officer now In
charge of the Washington office of

the Panama canal, was appointed assistant secretary of war to succeed
William M. Ingraham. Mr. Ingraham
was made surveyor of the port of
Portland, Me.
W. E. Munroe, a Cuban banker, was
in Denver consulting with railroad
men regarding the transportation
across this country about the first of
December of 60,000 Chinese laborers.
conThe Orientals are on a three-yea- r
tract to work in the sugar industry In
Cuba and it has been necessary to
pass a new alien labor law In Cuba
to make possible the Importation of
vthe foreigners.

WASHINGTON
Seven hundred and fifty thousand
will be needed to move the nation's bumper potato crop of 453,000,

cars

000 bushels,
The. food dminís.tration, has come
..Within less" tbán 1,000,000' of its
for! food pledge cards. The
i A0?'00-0- .
,C 'jjotajpledgea. 'signed ' by American
$Ñ?!'y?UpVt? ffoV. 5Lwás 9,119,417.
,1ñ connection iffi (he forthcoming
éZi rVáft it became known that congress
Is to be asked'ínorn
It con-H'4$ifes 'tffV4Hcfode' -- rti'i'Hhe clasfettt
&lWflP the'irteáVhoihat
become 21
r,v r.years of agejsiáfte Jone 15, In the Dfixi
-.

.,

10,-W-

"

.

"i.

titer

'

---

,.,;

feVíteiW2- -. v.
. ,w,V,tt"6'Pe
cent ' oversub-- ,
scribed, the second Liberty loan wás
eveo a greater success than the frst
--

p

THe'8PANI8H-AMERICAN- .

Revolutionary Juntas favoring Dial
are being formed all along the Mexican border.
The government bas issued a decree ordering the closing of the port
of Rio Janeiro.
The condition of former Queen
Lllluoklanl is critical. There is little
hope of her recovery, her physicians
aid at Honolulu.
The British ca&Inet has passed favorably on the proposed plan for the
establishment of Palestine as a national home for the Jewish people.
The Vossische Zeltung of Berlin
says that Budapest newspapers announce that the Austro-Hugarlan
Auglelch will be renewed provisionally for two years!
Italy will continue to fight until the
end despite the efforts of German
propaganda and the disaster on the
Isonzo front; In Hie opinion of official
circles at Rome.
The first three American soldiers
killed in the trenches In France are
sleeping In French soil, honored by
the American army and the people
and army of France.
Premier Kerensky has been overthrown; the Bolshevik! or immediate
peace advocates haye assumed possession of Petsograd and Issued a
proclamation favoring Russia's makn

.

ing peace.

Finland's position Is desperate and
her outlook hopeless, according to an
appeal Bent President Wilson by
Professor Wendt. The whole nation,
he declared, approaches the winter In
a state of famine.
That the RuhbIíhi coup d'etat was
engineered and subsidized by Germany for the purpose of eliminating
Russia from among her enemies is
the virtually unanimous opinion expressed In a newspaper editorial comment at London.
At Santa Ana de LIvramento, Brazil, officialb believe the settlement of
the strike, which has greatly interfered with the shipment of foodstuffs
and other supplies to the ente allies,
Is only temporary and that the Germans are fomenting a new walkout.
In the battle for the possession of
Petrograd, the Women's battalion of
death, .charged by the old government
with defense of the winter palace held
out to the last and only surrendered
when literally overwhelmed
by tho
troops and menaced by
Bolshevlki
enough guns to blow up the whole
palace,

SPORTING NEWS
Gunboat Smith and, Fred Fulton
heavyweights, will meet at Minneapolis, Nov. 20 in a
boxing contest.
Proceeds of the liberty golf tournament conducted by the United States
Golf Association during the summer
for the benefit of the Red Cross, was
$72,375,
it was announced in New
York.
The Western League of Baseball
Clubs will fight any movement for a
third major league which provides for
ten-roun-

the
any
ing
the

American association taking over
Western league territory, accordto E. W. Dickerson, president of
Western league.

GENERAL
Woman suffrage carried In New
York by about 100,000 majority, adding 2,000,000 voters to the Empire

state.
A complete wireless receiving outfit has been discovered near Norwich,
Conn., by federal agents and confiscated by the government.
The news from Petrograd telling of
lie overthrow of the Russian provisional government precipitated a fresh
slump In the stock market in New
York.
Dr. Harry Lorenzo

Chapín,

physi-

cian, author and traveler, was murdered by an unidentified assailant In
a room at a downtown hotel at Cleveland, Ohio.
Julia Smith, 17 years old, daughter
of John Smith, a miner of Dawson, N.
M., walked into the office of Mayor
Speer of Denver and asked him to
communicate with her father and tell
him to send her transportation to take
her back home.
At Mineóla, L. I., Mrs. Blanca De
Saulles Is fighting to keep her son,
Jack, 5, from being delivered to the
custody of Charles A. De Saulles, her
dead husband's brother.
Mrs. De
Saulles killed her husband in a quarrel over the boy. She goes to trial
for murder Nov. 19.
Charles C. Parsons of Hollywood,
Cal., formerly of Denver for twenty-fiv- e
years, died at his residence, aged
72 years. In the days when Leadvillo
was at the height of its boom Mr.
Parsons had a law office there with
Charles S. Thomas, now United States
senator from Colorado,
A corn crop, larger by more than
60,000,000 bushels than ever grown in
the history of American agriculture,
Is the production of the farmers of
the United States this year. The department of agriculture in its preliminary estimate of the crop, placed the
quantity at 3,191,083,000 bushels.
The murder of Albert P.' Chamberlain, Tetired Iowa lawyer, for which
his brother, Dr. Asa 'W.. Chamberlain,
Is'' being held at Richmond, Vai, took
jon new Interest when the murdered.
man's son declared that his father, be
fore coming to Virginia thre years
agdí.tíacl JSPÓD ho'a tfuantitypf val-- .
ffifife jewelry1""

BODY OF GRIEGO FOUND

NEW MEXICO

KILLED AT HIS HOME NEAR
RIETA BY ASSASSIN

Western Newspaper Union News Service,
COMING EVENTS.
Nov.
9
Meeting- - New
Mexico

Man Who Found Clyde Armour's Body LET NATION GIVE THANKS FOR
TO SERVE, 8AY8
In Desert Shot and Slayer
, CHANCE
Attempts Suicide
PRE8IDENT IN CALL

Teachere' Association at Santa Vt.
I. Zunl Indians 8hakalo dancs
March, 191Í Wool Growers' convention
at KoawelL

Albuquerque, N. M. Antonio Sand-ovalY. Griego, who found the body
of Clyde D. Armour, Sioux City, la.,
railroad clerk, murdered on the New
The mining camp of Tyrone now Mexico desert laBt year, was shot and
has a Masonic lodge.
Instantlly killed at his home at GloriA very cold dry fall and winter is eta, N. M., according to word reach
ing here by Luciano Armljo.
Then
the prediction of the Indians.
Diphtheria and typhoid , fever are slayer then turned a gun upon himreported to the board of health from self, attempted suicide, but inflicted
only a slight wound.
Taos county.
It was Griego who started the chain
Sixty-sipersons In Mountalnalr
of circumstantial evidence leading to
subscribed a total of $12,450 to the
the conviction of E. W. Blancett of
Liberty bonds.
Harbor, Wash., of Armour's murder.
x

Blanchett

was Armour's

traveling

companion on an automobile tour.
Griego's dog found the skeleton, and
brought a shoe of the murdered man
to Griego's home, resulting In solution
of the mystery.

,

Report comes from San Juan county
that the bumper apples crop can not
be moved because of lack of freight
cars.
Monday, Oct. 29, 1917, was the coldest Oct. 29 at Santa Fe In forty years;
the
thermometer registering 18

New Mexico Dry by About 15,000.
Santa Fe, Nov. 9. Incomplete returns from sixteen of the twenty-eigh- t
counties of New Mexico give a majority for the prohibitory amendment of
10,000.
Prohibition leaders estlma'te
that the total majority will be at least

above zero.
The Santa Fe troop of Boy Scouts,
some thirty strong sold a total of
0
worth of the second Issue of liberty bonds.
Incorporation papers were filed by
the Drovers' Chattel Loan Company
of Missouri.
The capitalization is

15,000. The tax amendment providing
that levies shall not produce more
than 5 per cent in excess of the preceding year's production without the
consent of the tax commission apparently has been lost. The fate of the
amendment creating a ninth judicial
district Is in doubt.

$200,000.00.

State Wants County Road Money.
Santa Fe. Governor W. E. Lindsey
has addressed a letter to the boards
of county commissioners asking that
income money from national forest3
apportioned for road purposes be
turned over to the state highway commission for use within the boundaries
of such counties, saying "the best results are obtained when expended under the supervision of the state highway commission."
The counties this
year received $58,507 of forest money,
half of which goes to roads and the
other half to schools.

135,-00-

Manuel Delgado, aged 83 years, .a
lifelong resident of Las Vegas, died
at the home of his niece, Mrs.

Mar-garl- to

Delgado.

Steps have been taken by the county authorities to close the saloon recently established near the Santa Fe
depot at Glorieta.
The Twin Butte Oil and Gas Company of Otero county has developed
at the depth of 900 feet a large tream
of flowing water.
On account of the car shortage for
shipping llvestocy, Raman sheep and
cattle men are reported suffering
many expensive delays.
The Santa Fe Woman's Board of
Trade library shipped 273 books to
Camp Cody to be added to the library
already installed there.
The total state valuation for 1917,
exclusive of the net output of mines
and the valuation of private car companies is $342,088,683.10.
The Grant county sheriff's office
was apprised by- - telegraph of the
shooting to death of J. E. Schrimsher,
chief deputy sheriff at Hachita.
The Oaks Co.'s new strike on the
Maud S. Mine is being opened from
two sides and the values and width
continue to Increase in both cases.
That the crops raised under the Elephant Butte dam this year exceeded
$4,000,000 in value is the assertion of
L. M. Lawson, the project manager.
Sunshine Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, will serve the
banquet to the Schoolmasters' club
during the educational convention at
Santa Fe.
Juan Isidro Tafoya, an Indian of the
San Juan pueblo, was found guilty at
Albuquerque In the United States District Court of assault upon his wife
with a knife.
State Senator Albert Callsch of
Montoya has been appointed curator
of the Hall of Fame which the county
board of commissioners of Quay
county has established in the Quay
county court house.
Sheriff Rafael Garcia and Policeman Jujan returned to Albuquerque
from Las Vegas with the three men
and two women arrested in connection with the Guevara shooting.
The flrsf shipment of ore to be
made from Santa Fe was loaded for
Salida, where it will be treated at the
smelter. The ore came from a mine
on the De Vargas grant, south of Santa Fe.
Historian Benjamin M. Read was
appointed by Gov. W. E. Lindsey to
succeed Miguel
Chaves,
resigned,
upon the commission to select a silver service for the battleship New
Mexico.

The discoverer of the corpus delicti
the celebrated Armour case, Antonio Sandoval y Griego, aged about
50 years, was shot down, it is alleged,
in cold blood, at the home of Mrs.
Tabor at Glorieta.
Benedita Flores, aged 13, was fatally wounded, and her little brother, 9
years old, had a bullet pass through
his lungs, shattering his right arm as
it passed out, while playing with a
Winchester at Picacho.
For what is sa'd to be the first time
In the history of , e army, fish were
issued for Friday messes at .Camp.
Travis, Tex. The, camp used about
'
'
,
20.DP0 pounds.
Firn destroyed tne
garage at 'Socorro,' causing an est!--- ,
máted 'loss or $25,000. There were,
pjrqftably lifteen atomob,lles iá rtiie
garage:',, They were 'destroyed.' '
'''The State" Bóaifr ofíéalth has been
In

Trouble. Doan't Brought

Back Hit Health.

at Zunl.

While waiting at the Santa Fe depot at Raton to take a train for Denver, J. M. Aldrlch dropped dead.
D. H. Kunkle, pastor of the United
Brethren mission at East Las Vegas,
died after a long Illness from paraly-

Terrible Siege of Kidney

PROCLAMATION

GLO-

Dec.

.

To Organize

Alumni

Association.
Santa Fe J. B. Gunter of the
School of Mines at Socorro Issued the
following
call to the alumni of the
State Normal school of Silver City:
"All graduates of the State Normal
school are invited to meet at the Scottish Rite cathedral at Santa Fe, Tuesday, Nov. 27, at 5 p. m. for the purpose of organizing a state alumni as-

sociation to meet yearly at the time
the New Mexico Educational association meets. Undergraduates are Invited to be present as well as friends
of the normal."
for
Want
Hoover banquet with
Santa
plates for a hundred of Santa Fe's
foremost citizens is to be given to
mark the beginning of a drive for
to be raised for the Army Y. M.
C. A. In the district comprising Santa
Fe, Rio Arriba, Torrance, San Miguel
and part of Mora counties. James
Graham McNary of El Paso, chairman
for the southwest, will be the guest
Army Y. M. C. A.

$30,000
Fe A

$30,-00-

0

of honor.
Degree.
Masons Get Thirty-ThirSanta Fe Santa Fe Masons are red

Executive Declares That the Great
Duties of a Day Awaken a New and
Greater National Spirit In Us.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington. President Wilson issued his 1917 Thanksgiving proclamation calling upon the nation, even in
the midst of sorrow and great peril of
a world shaken by war to thank God
tor blessings that are better than
mere peace of mind and prosperity of
enterprise.
The proclamation, fixing Thursday,
Nov. 29, as Thanksgiving day, follows:
It has long been the honored custom of our people to turn In the fruitful Autumn of the year in praise and
Thanksgiving to Almighty God for His
many blessings and mercies to us as
a nation. That custom we can follow now even in the midst of the tragedy of a world shaken by war and Immeasurable disaster, in the midst of
sorrow and great peril, because even
amidst the darkness that bas gathered about us, we can see the great
blessings God has bestowed upon us,
blessings that are better than mere
peace of mind and prosperity of enterprise.
We have been given the opportunity
to serve mankind as we once served
ourselves in the great day of our Declaration of Independence by taking up
arms against a tyranny that threatened to master and debase men everywhere and joining with other free peoples in demanding for all the nations
of the world what we then demanded
and obtained for ourselves. In this
day of the revelation of our duty not
only to defend our own rights as a nation, but to defend also the rights of
free men throughout the world, there
has been vouchsafed us In full and Inspiring measure the resolution and
spirit of united action.
We have been brought to one mind
and purpose. A new vigor of common
counsel and common action has been
revealed In us. We should especially thank God that In such circumstances, in the midst of the greatest
enterprise the spirits of men have ever
entered upon, we have, If we but observe a reasonable and practicable
economy, abundance with which to
supply the needs of those associated
with us as well as our own. A new
light shines about us. The great
duties of a day awaken a new and
greater national spirit In us. We shall
never again be divided or wonder what
stuff we are made of.
And while we render thanks for
these things let us pray Almighty God
that in all humbleness of Spirit we
may look always to Hira for guidance;
that we may be kept constant In the
spirit and purpose of service; that by
His grace our minds may be directed
and our hands strengthened; and that
in His good time liberty and security
and peace and the comradeship of a
common justice may be vouchsafed all
the nations of the earth.
Wherefore, I, Woodrow Wilson,
President of the United States of America, do hereby designate Thursday,
day of November
the twenty-nintnext, as a day of Thanksgiving and
prayer and Invite the people throughout the land to cease upon that day
from their ordinary occupations and
in their several homes and places of
worship to render thanks to God, the
great ruler of nations.
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"After an Injury I was in terrible
Kape from kidney trouble," says D.
Reuter. North St., West Chicago, 111.
"I couldn't stoop because of the awful
pains in my back and the steady, dull
misery almost arove ms
frantic. I had to be helped out of bed mornings,
the pains acrosj my kidneys were so bad and nobody knows the agony I
went through. I couldn't
do anything snd was almost helplrss; it seemed
I would never get well.
"The urine passed far
too often and burned like
scalding water. The
were scanty and I had no control
over them. At times everything in
front of me grew dark and I couldn't
see for several minutes. I perspired
profusely and I 'was thirsty all the
time. For two years I suffered, trying
medicina after medicine without relief.
I was just about discouraged and didn't
think I would ever be able to work
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pas-sag-

agnin.

"Hearing about Doan'$ Kidney PUU

I used them and four boxes cured me.
My kidneys became normal, my back
got well and strong and all the other

troubles disappeared."
Bworn to before me,
JAS. W. CARR, Notary Public
Cat Doan'a al Any Stars,

SOe a Boa

DOAN'SV

CO. BUFFALO. N.Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

Wealth of Australia.
The recently completed "census of
wealth In Australia shows that the
5
country's net assets are equal to
per hend of the population. The
0
nilgrutlon returns show a loss of
$1,-07-

279,-00-

males since the war began and
white women now outnumber the men
by Sli.OOO.

BOSCHEE'S

SYRUP

GERMAN

will quiet your cough, soothe the
of a sore throat and lungs,
stop Irritation in the bronchial tubes,
Insuring a good night's rest, free from
coughing and with easy expectoration
In the morning. Made and sold in
years. A wonAmerica for fifty-twderful prescription, assisting Nature la
building up your general health and
throwing off the disease. Especially
useful In lung trouble, asthma, croup,
bronchitis, etc. For sale In all civilized countries. Adv.
o

A Sure Way.

f

"I wish I knew how to kill time."
"Why, don't you Join an amateur
musical society?"
Not His Fault
Do you work here?
Office Boy Only when the boss Is
looking.
Boy

Dr. Tierce's Pellets are best for liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
for a laxative, three for a cathartic. Ad.

Satisfactory.
Bess

Does he make a satisfactory

husband?
June Very

for her enemies.
Quite True.

"Experience is the best tencher.M
"Yes, but time gives us a good many
more wrinkles."

PAT1
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joicing because two of their number,
E. R. Paul and Dr. J. A. Massie have
been advanced to the highest honor
accorded Masons, that of the thirty-thirNo More Passports From Russia.
degree, by the Supreme Council
Petrograd.
No further passports
Alpheus
Jurisdiction.
of the Southern
to
issued
be
Russians who desire
will
A. Keen Is the third Mason to receive
to leave the country.
the degree at the biennial session.
d

Brothers Charged with Killing Official.
Silver City, N. M. John Parks and
Charles Parks, brothers, were placed
In Jail here by Sheriff H. J. McGrath,
In connection with the murder of
Deputy Sheriff J. E. Schrimer, who
was shot from ambush as he was
driving in an automobile near the
city.
.
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DAY

Enquire lor tne
A Wilson Never Break Irace

OF PRAYER.

w

King Names Sunday, Jan. 6, for Services In All Churches.
London. The King has addressed a
letter to "my people," appointing Sunday, Jan. 6, as "a special day of prayer and thanksgiving in all the
churches throughout my dominions."
The King says:

struggle for the
"The world-widtriumph of right, and liberty is entering upon its last and most difficult
phase. The enemy Is striving by desperate assault and subtle intrigue to
perpetuate the wrongs already committed and to stem the tide of a free
civilization.
"We have yet to complete the great
task to which more than three years
ago we dedicated ourselves.
"At such time I would call upon you
to devote a special day to prayer, that
we may have the
and strength necessary to victory."
e

Walter Named N. M. C. Commissioner
Ralph E.
Receiver
Santa Fe
Twitchell, with consent of the District
court, appointed Paul A. F. Walter
Industrial commissioner for the New
Mexico Central railroad.
New Teacher at Loretto Academy.
East Las Vegas. Because of the In-

creased attendance at Loretto academy another teacher has been added
to the faculty.
'.

sp w
n

Commemorate Anniversary.
East Las Vegas. Lutheran people
Three Killed In Car Collision.
of Las Vegas held a special service In
Kent; Ohio. Three men wert
the Presbyterian church commemorating the four hundredth anniversary killed and fifteen persons injured
whén two passenger lnterurban cars
of the Protestant reformation.
met in collision near here.
Last German Reserves Called.
Santa Fe Banker Enlists.
London. Germany called up hei
Santa Fe. J. T. JfcCarty, teller of
a bank, has le,ft for El Paso, where he last reserves, according to the Central
has volunteered for " service in the News correspondent at Zurich'." All
quartermaster's department of the men who" previously had been reject- i
ed were ordered to present
army: '
r
'
and within
hbiirs
not
utterly '
twenffoíír
Haspital.
for
Matron
Miners'
New
were on their váy to. the
Santa Fe The board of tru&teek'.of trafnl'fig Venters. ' This" action, say
'"Nov.' 1
Wftíir gltóTed-príórS- to
baVe1
th"e,Mlners',hospital of the state
'he correspóníent, is attributed to the
cae.. against.--C.iji)- ..
Ttmnte,d.,tp,, 7150.254, bales, counting lhR)rmdr-tnaHBchdbén Miss" Ethyl Crane of CMcfcftii- intention. 'o''the "central 'powers to'
practicing
trrIrier,..'whiropractor,
for
oncKijJialf bales and Including l?$tj
as matron' to succeed Miss'ii).JA1
a f jnáV effprt' on he wester
n.V .rouna oaies anq .BY.asr Dales ki ..meqictne wunout a icensei igni at Shields whfr resigned in order tó JUtó b
Sua Island, tlie "census bureau ' an- Tortál'es resulted in a hung Jury.
the Red Cross in France.
effective.
. ...
nounced.
,

Reuter Went Through

Mr.

STATE NEWS
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ALMOST HELPLESS

THANKSGIVING

.30-3- 0

mpni

J.H.WILSON

V

saddlery co.
DENVER

Guaranteed

(Srriñmmlhr Of.

fSHFTUIBS
We ray highest cash Drices
to thousands oi traDDera
who ship their furs to ui
very season.
Whether
'send one skin, or a hundred, you get

m

BestGrading-HighestPric-

ea

Large capital, expert irraders, and Ions'
zprimc ar. your protection: they auarantea
you a mora pron tabla aeaaon. Why notaend u a
tri.lBhlpmentT Lotua prov. our fair doahng and
prompt pay. Writ, for f reaeopy of 'Kur Facta,"
Trappsrs' Supplies Cátalos mad ehipping tags,

FUR CO.

ABRAHAM

109 Abraham Bldg.,

St. Louis, He.

Sptelal Ohr
FLORIDA-S- ot
RflwJIi Laai Irar let.
Bapeoiallr adapted to trucking, fruit and poultry
OUUora. Mrlu JukM'lU. UalfkU Imp. C., JukuaiUU, fla,
Is

no more necessary

Smallpox. Army
experience hal demorltrated
the almost miraculous effi
cacy, and harmlMincM, of Antityphoid Vaccination.
Be vaccinated NOW by your pbyiician, you and
your family. It Is more vital than house Insurance.
Ask your physician, druggist, or lend for 'Have
you had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
results from use, and danger from Typhoid Carriers.
BERKELEY, CAt,
THE CUTTER LABORATORY,
reoDucise vaccihbs a asauas uaota u. s. aov. ucsaat

TYPHOID

than

tkttKR'3
BALSAM

HAIR

X.

'

...

A tollel preparation of merit,
fielpg to eradicate dandrutt.
Color andl
far RaatíM-tns-

BMutytoGrayor Faded Hair.
ftoa.

ana 91.00 at urunriBta.

hem-selve-

for'e'-fexaminatio-

.

,

'

FC3 COUGHS AfiD COLDS
alca S prompt and effective, remedy one
that acts.aqlckly and. contaias no opiates.
Yon can get siich a remedjrby asldnf for
-t-

W. N. U, DENVER.,' NO.

17.

THE

RAISE RABBITS TO INCREASE MEAT SUPPLY

(IIilEIBIIS

SPANISH-AMERICA-

CTIY OUT FOR

BARBERS

DESCENDENTE
ENLIST IN THE SERVICE

HANCOCK

..

French Tonsorial Artists Don't Course I didn't want none o that sweet
spirits o' vl'lets, so I says 'Non. non.'
Know How to Clip Hair
He forgot the sacred memory o' Lnfay-ettan the spirits of TO right there
Necks."
or Shave
on' gove me a cussln' In French.
I
e

LONG

LOCKS

THE

FASHION

didn't know what It was, but It sound
ed like hot stuff
"I remembered one word I thought'd
get me out that place an' says 'Comby- en?' That started another riot, but
.'
finally the fat guy allowed It was
That's about eighty cents reul
money, but I pold It on' got out after a
struggle with that nightshirt they put
onto me.
"First look I had at that haircut wos
In a store window.
Say, that guy'd
sort o' chopped nway the fringes round
my ears an' the back o my neck, but
he'd left about half the hair there, look- In' sort o' grayish, an' then he hadn't
touched It none till he got up top, so
there wos a groy ring on' then n black
ring. The gray ring looked like a
mangy cnyuse. When I took my Stetson off I found he'd trimmed the front
off on' pasted it down with that smelly
stuff till I looked like the picture o'
some boy violinist.
"That was a swell layout. When I
got back to my outfit the gaug asked
me was I the feller that sings love
songs at that Folly Bergalr vaudeville
place In Paris on' the sergeant tells me
not to let none of them rough soldiers
Insult me, but to stick 'em with my
hatpin. Then they offered to poy me
five cents apiece to let 'em dip the corners of their handkerchiefs In my hair
when they was goln' out to see their
girls. It was all like that. I ain't hud
no French haircuts since. Say, don't
you think you could get some barbers
over here that know enough to shave
a feller's neck?"
'Cut-fronk-

Soldier Boy Tells of Sad Experience
In Paris Smelled Like a Soap
Counter When French Barber
Got Through With Him.
GROUP OF DOMESTIC

Field Headquarters, American Army
In France. This Is a special appeal to
meat Is naturally somewhat dry, as barbers and it comes straight from the
much as possible of the Juices should barracks and billets of the boys over
be retained In cooking it. The followhere. Every hair of their heads cries
ing standard recipes for preparing rub-b- it out for the clippers and neck shave
apply to mature animals of wild that they left buck home and will not
and domestic klntls. For young Bel be comforted.
gian hares weighing five pounds or
The American soldier simply cannot
less and young wild rabbits the time understand the French barber and it
of cooking may be somewhat reduced. iloesn't look as If he ever would learn
Baked Rabbit en Casserole. Lay how. When he gets his hair cut he
alternate layers of rabbit and thin wunts it cut short, he wants his neck
slices of bacon, season with thyme, shaved, ho doesn't wont little lovelocks
sage, thinly sliced onions, and salt to left hanging over his eyes and he
taste. Fill the dish with water, bake doesn't want "a lot o' muck rubbed on.
In a slow oven for one and a half Add to that the difficulty of telling the
hours. A covered baking dish or pan Frenchman all those things and the In'
may be used instead of a casserole, herent helplessness of a mnn In a bar
and the meat may be boned or not ber's chair, and you huve a truly tragic
as desired.
situation.
Rabbit Fricassee. Brown some butHe Looked Like a "Teddy Bear."
ter In a hot Iron skillet. Then fry the
Here Is the tale of a youngster In
hare, previously cut up, brown on both the quartermaster's corps, who drives
sides. Next cover the meat with hot one of
the trucks. Ills shaggy head
water and stew until it Is thoroughly was mute evidence of his earnestness,
tfce
tender, seasoning it to taste. At
"There ain't a barber in our outfit,"
end of the stewing, let the meat again he said, "so by the timo I got up to
fry brown.
Paris I looked like a Teddy bear. First
Rabbit Pot Pie. Cut a dressed rab- thing I did was to ask one of them
bit Into small pieces; salt and let John Anns cops where can I get an
stand overnight. Place the cut pieces American holrcut He made out to tell
In a pot previously filled with warm me about a place on n boulevard an' I
water enough to cover the meat. Put made him tell It to a coacher on' the
onion, sliced, and coacher
In a medium-sizedrove me there. That's the
stew over a medium fire until the meat only way In Paris muke a John Arms
is tender. Prepare a rich
tell a coacher then you can't get lost.
dough in the proportions of one quart of
"Well. I walked up three flights to
a
suit,
of
and
teaspoonful
flour, half a
reach
that barber shop. I never seen
tublespoonful of buking powder, with
no American barber shop that wasn't
enough water to give It proper con on
the first floor. Up came a big fat
sistency. Boll out flat as for pie crust, guy an' shook hands an' took my Stetspread lard over the surface ; fold and son on' then took me Into a big room,
reroll twice, spreading lard each time. an' It really was full up with AmeriLine the pun bottom and sides with can barber chairs, I begun to feel at
dough and fill with meat and alternate home, specially
when I stretched out
layers of potato In small pieces and a in one of them chairs with my feet on
few small onions. Use the thickened
the rest. Right away, though, a little
broth from the stew pot as a gravy, Frenchman comes up an' ties n big
pouring It Into the pan over the con- opron around my neck an' puts, my
tents. Cover with dough, place In an arms in it. After that It weren't no
oven, and bake for an hour, or until use that apron strangled me whenthe whole upper crust Is a light golden ever I tried to move or open my mouth.
brown; serve hot.
"Well, this guy says something, so
The ubove recipes are offered mere- I says 'Haircut,' an' he conies back.
The hind legs and 'Alrcoot? Ah, couper les cheveux. I
ly us suggestions.
saddles of the rabbit contain much knew enough to say 'Wee. wee,' an'
meat and may be cooked in many dif- we started. He didn't have no clipferent ways; boned, they make
a pair
pers, on' he kept nlbblln'
croquettes. The front quarters of nail scissors I guess. I with
rtidu't know
;
soup
us
stock
muy
used
be
and head
the French for 'short' nnd there weren't
the broth muy be seasoned to taste no real mirror there like there ought
and served with vegetables, barley, to be, so I sat tight an' hoped for the
or rice.
best. Pretty soon he discovered that
my hair was dry; If he'd been drlvln'
MEAT WASTED ON ALL HIDES a truck for two weeks so'd his been
dry, an' after some talk that I couldn't
Faulty Butchering Also Results In get course I said 'wee' to be polite
all of a sudden he dumps a whole pint
Considerable Loss of Edible Fata
of some kind of eau de cologne onto
Which Remain.
my head.
Smelled Like a Soap Counter.
(Prepared by the United States Depart-- ,
ment of Agriculture.)
"It smelled like the soap counter at
According to reports received by the a drug store. When I revived he'd
g
specialists of the burubbed It all In, on' say, I went around
reau of markets, United States" depart- with that smell for days. Couldn't get
ment of agriculture, a Washington (D. it out. The bunch held their noses
C.) dealer states that nine steer hides when they seen me.
purchased by hiiu curried 79 pounds
"This barber went right on Jabberof waste meat. A Detroit dealer re- ing an' me saying 'Wee, wee,' even afpounds
averoge
of
six
ports that an
ter that dirty trick he done me, when
of waste meat was found on 40 cow nil of a sudden he hands me a bottle
and steer hides received at his plant, full of that cologne an' says 'Dees
nnd that in ten days his men scraped fronk.' I figured out that meant the
2,177 pounds of waste meat from hides, bottle cost $2 on he'd been sellln' me
meat to one in 'French an' I not known It
or enough to supply
about 5,000 people for one day.' Faulty
butchering, in addition to causing a
loss of the food value of the meat
ANOTHER LADY MAYOR
which Is wasted, results In a considerable loss of edible fats which remain on the bides.

RABBITS

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
At four months the young Bclgtnn
bnre should be ready for the tuble,
and If It hits bren properly fed should
Weigh about six pounds or even more.
This welcht Is nbout the best for market rabbits, and Immediate sale Is
more profitable than keeping to maturity. Some breeders sell at 10 to 12
weeks and aim to have their stock
weigh about 5V4 pounds at that age.
To do this requires that the animals
be kept In small hutches where they
can have but little exercise and that
they be fed heavily from the time they
Under this treatment
are weaned.
they grow very rapidly and are really

superior for the table.
Market Returns.
It Is not easy to state what a breeder
should realize for market rabbits.
Much depends on local conditions ond
especially upon the familiarity of the
public with the excellence of hutch
rabbits for the table. If the animals
are new to a market, a demand for
them will have to be built up, but as
a rule they soon will become popular.
Better prices usually can be had by
selling directly to the consumer, thus
savlne the middleman's profit. One
may make arrangements to deliver
regularly or periodically to notéis anu
restaurants, but often a poultry dealer
will agree to take a certain quantity
intervals. If members or
tt regular
the family look after the rabbits, so
that there Is no outlay for labor, and
If the hutches are built at home, the
cost of rearing may be greatly reduced
and much of the income will be net
gain. Although it must be admitted
that rabbits require more care man
usually Is given to poultry on our
farms, their management has the advantage that It Is more Interesting,
especially to the younger members of
the family.
Disposing of Surplus.
After selecting the best stock for
breeding purposes It is well to dispose
of the remainder as rapidly as conditions warrant. If those to be sold are
to be marketed ulive, oil that is needed
Is to crate them properly and forward
them to their destination. This Is the
better pian lu i hot weather, as the
carcasses do not keep well. If carcasses are to be delivered the methods of killing and packing are Import-nu- t
considerations.
Killing.

WHILE

AT LUNCH

'

yJ

(1 CeratkAxdU
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The others are Beuford linn-cocWalter Clyde Hancock,
Leslie Huncock and Alvin J.
Hancock.

There ore several cousins of
the five brothers, also Huncocks
nnd descendants of John
In the selective draft contingents from San Bernardino.
The Hancock family helped to
build Sun Bernardino in the
Hon-coc-

The roof

"PEP" INTO CHICKENS

PUTS

is

the last to go

on your buildine; but the selection of an efficient and econom
ical roof is of first importance.
If you will use

Be Success.

I

Certainteed

as Advocated by the Unl.
versity of California, Seems to

Vaccination,

Kooung

I

i

'

t,
hnildintr vnii will! t
on Vnur
"U
" RVl U1S
mort efficient roof, tnd will cut down
by a University of
the coit of the roof materially.
California poultry expert, and tried out
CERTAIN-TEEhens,
Roofing ii
here by Henry Boon on, his 500
to buy, inexpeniive to lay,
Is a remarknble bit of Hooverlsm. acand it com practically nothing to
cording to Boon, who has reported that
maintain.
It ti weathertight, fire
bis hens now scratch so energetically
clean, sanitary and givei the
for worms thnt be has to feed them fur
roofing
service over a period
utmoit
years.
Ijss than formerly.
IAIN TEED ii guar- for 5, 10 or 1$ years, iccord-- a
The poultry ossoclntlon here also
ing to thickneii (1, 2 or ) ply. )
ndvoeotes vaeclnotton, asserting It preThere are many roll roofingi, but only
vents disease, causes the fowls to lay
one CERTAIN-TEED- .
Ai it cou
more eggs and gives them an astonishno more to lay a CERTAIN-TEEing amount of "pep" to scratch for a
Roof than it doei to lay a poor roof,
living.
it will pay to get the belt, and (ave
on renewali and upkeep.
You can't
tell the quality of roll roofing by iti
or by feeling of itj your I
USED BY THE FRENCH I appearance,
only tafety is in the label. Be lure it I

Tomona, Cal.
ens, advocated

Vaccination of

'

chick-

D

--

Ioi

D
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U CERTAIN-TEE-

Certain-tee-

d

d

Paints and Varnishes

pie-cru- st

are made of the belt
quality material! and
mixed by modern machinery to insure uniformity. Made for all
uiei and in all colon

.it.

1.

and sues.
Any
dealer can get them
for you. With paint
and varnish, at with
roofinp, the name

j

.!

CERTAIN-TEE-

ti a guarantee of
quality and satisfaction.
Certain-tee- d

Product

Corporation

New York. Chlcuo. Pbllxtrlphll.
Si. Louis.'
Phtiburib, Detroit. Buffalo,
Button. CICTdand,
Iso Francisco, .Milwiuket. Cincinnati. New
Kansas City.
Orleans. Lor Anieles. Minneapolis.
Seattle, indianapolii. Atlanta, Memphis. Richmond.
Grand Rapids, Kaihrllle, Sale Lake City. Des
Moines. Houston. Uuluüi, London. Sydney, Harana

deli-clo-

There are two excellent ways of
killing the animals. The easier and
'probably the inore humane is to dislocate the neck. Almost all gamekeepers know this method and can
show the novice quickly how It Is
done, but probably a description will
be understood. Take the two hind
gs of the rabbit firmly in the left
html, place the thumb of the right
hanl just behind the ears where the
neck joins the skull, the palm resting
on the left side of the face and the
lingers holding firmly under the jaws.
Then stretch out the animal quickly
and with force, pressing in the rlit
thumb and bending the head backward. The dislocation will be felt distinctly. This method requires considerable strength, but when the knack
of It Is learned It entails less suffering than any other. Another excellent woy of killing is to hold the rabbit up in the left hand, as in the first
method, and then to strike a sharp
blow on the back of the head with a
round stick, stunning the animal. As
soon as the neck is dislocated or the
rabbit stunned the Jugular vein should
be cut with a sharp knife and the ani- PUT MACHINES UNDER COVER
mal hung head downward to bleed.
Prices Have Advanced Greatly and
Dressing.
Proper- - Care of Farm Implecarcass
a
preparing
step
in
next
The
ments Will Pay Well.
paunch
for market Is to remove the
and entrails, as their presence would
d
Word Is being sent out to farmers
soon taint the meat. With a
knife make a longitudinal cut over the country to take special pains
down the middle of the belly, divid- this fall and winter to protect their
Prices have advanced
ing the skin and the thin abdominal machines.
walls, but being coreful not to cut the greatly, and care of farm machinery
Intestines. Turn out the paunch and will pay doubly well this year. So the
the intestines, but leave the lungs, word Is going out:
To put machines under cover as
liver, heart, and kidneys In place.
Next make a silt between the large soon as the season's work with them
tendon and the bone of one hind leg Is over.
To go over every machine carefully
and slip the other leg through the cut,
readily
soon as opportunity will permit,
as
may
be
carcass
so that the
hung up. It should hang long enough tightening bolts, replacing broken
parts, and oiling carefully to prevent
to stiffen before being packed.
rusting.
Packing.
To paint machines, as painting
For packing the rabbits for market lengthens
the life of - a machine.
ordinary
the
of
hamper
or
a basket
Bridge
paint
is suggested as the best
slatted
flat
movable
shape and having
trays to enable one to pack the car- for Iron parts.
casses In separate layers Is recommended. Such a hamper permits free STARTING WORK SHOP FORGE
circulation of the air not only on the
edge but also throughout the package, Packing Coal Around Fire Is for Pun
pose of Having Supply of Coke
and the carcasses packed In this way
Burning In Center.
reach their destination in an attractive
state, Instead of in the messy condiPine shavings are best for starting
tion so often seen In the wild rabbits
a fire In the forge. .'Pack the coal
marketed in America.
Cooking and Serving.
around,, not upon the kindling, than
The cooUlng of domestic, rabbits blow gently. Packing' the, coal around
does not differ greatly from that re- the fire Is for the purp'ose óf alwayé
quired for domestic fowls, and an ex- having a Supply b cokV" burning la
perienced housewife cap prepare them the center. .Wetting' the edges of the
lu a variety" o'f suvory ways. As the cóaj lielns to confine the file.
1

ENTANGLEMENTS

WIRE

nr"nrirv

Five
of
John Hancock, signer of the
Declaration of Independence,
have Joined Uncle Sam's army
service from this city. The men
ore brothers, the fifth to Join being Dr. A. E. Hancock, who has
received a commission as first
lieutenant In the dental section.
Cal.

Bernordlno.

Son

low-grad- e

Ni
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sharp-Tiolnte-

.

.
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J fllTTLE
flVER
Wire entanglements such os these soldiers ore making are used by the
French with good results In places where posts cannot well be set up.

TELLS VOPICKA TO GET WINE EXEMPTS ONLY

JJ

;

Draft Boards' Decisions

Statesmen
Switzerland.
Zurich,
send queer telngrnms, even at critical
times. And while busy foreign offices
are revealing the private Intercourse
of kaisers ond czars, the Bucharest
Lumlno has pried Into Roumanian
archives to tell an anxious world what
Take Jonescu telegraphed In a terse
midnight .telegram to Charles J.
minister of the United States to
Iloumanla.
It was n critical hour for
Roumanla, for the German Invaders
were marching over the Carpathians
In three columns, nnd the royal government had transferred its capital to
Jassy. Whereupon M. Jonescu telegraphed :
Jassy 5920, Nov. 27, 101G, 12:40.
Urgent.
"Excellency Voplcka, American minister, Bucharest : I forgot to tell you
that In the cellar of my house there
are several bottles of Rhine wine. Even
If you have to break Into the palace, I
beg you to take the wine nnd drink It
to my health. Again a thousand thanks
"TAKE JONESCU."

Only one in twenty
Washington.
appeals to President Wilson for draft
exemption on Industrial grounds has
been decided In favor of the applicant,
It "was said at the provost marshal
general's office. In other cases the
president has ratified the Judgment of
district boards that the. applicant was
not indispensable to a necessary war
Industry. About eight thousand appeals have been received, but only a
small proportion decided.

xc

m

FLAT FEET

Marjne Corps Examining Surgeons
sue Some Simple Exercises and

w

20

OUT OF

Take Jonescu, Roumanian Statesman,
Almost Forgot Important
Advice.

RULES TO AVOID

f

I

Is-

In Industrial
Upheld by
President Wilson.

Cases Usually

M

Lady muyors certnlnly are making
good, for now that one has successfully held down the post others are
ready to follow suit. Florida had the
honor of electing : within Its bounds
the first lady mayor In the country.
Now Warren, Illinois, quickly follows,
electing' Mayor Canfield, who has already proved her executive fitness.
With the war In full swing, we.wlll
probably have ladles holding dowa the
vdrlótís municipal offices,, frgov city
Chief to doorkeeper of 'the municipal
building.
'

'

'

pale-face-

.

said the traveling man,
"but I aurely envy you, those ilne
d
menls you get every day."
"Gosh," replied the
"but I certainly envy jou traveling men who can eat whatever you
like In a hotel, while I must go up
ngalnst the skimpy meals that my
wife thinks necessary under her food
stay-at-hom-

--

r

:

nc
If

pledge."

.,

If you wish beautiful, clear
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue.
good grocers. Adr.

,

white

At "all

Sure.

Blotter What's the matter?
Calendar Oh, alas, I fear my days
are numbered.

Owing to the number
of otherwise splendid applicants rejected from the United States Marine
corps for flat feet, marine corps examining physicians have Issued the following simple exercises and pointers,
which If followed, they say, will

It's only a tough world to the
low who wants to run It.

fel.'

Important to Mothers) ,
Examine carefully every bottle ot
CASTOItIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it

that ailment:
During exercise at all times, turn
the toes In.
Walk with toes of each foot pointing to the front; In straight line, If
possible.
Stnnd with toes turned In; raise
body .on toes, slowly, as high as possible. Rest a second, then with weight
of body borne on toes, lower slowly
down to floor, and repeat.
When In the house In stocking feet,
walk on toes; heels not touching the
floor, nnd toes furneóVIn. ' '
- .When slttlpg. cross the legs, the foot
always" resting on the outer Bide;
The wearing of broad toe shoe's,
with the metal "arch supporter", absolutely abandoned, also Is advocated.

Will restore color to the faces of
those who lack Iron In the blood.
d
aa most
people da

home-cooke-

rem-edd- y

1

Carter's Iron Pills

Envy.

Pointers.

ill

Purely Vegetable
Small Pill, Small Dose, Small Price

"Gosh,"

Washington.

1

Liver Pills
will set you right
over night

LONG AND SHORT OF IT

maté

-

For Constipation
Carter's Little

LTzáAi

Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Yean.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castojia

' t
Unsubstantial Returns.'
It costs Uncle Sum $18 a pair for
"Did you raise anything on youf.'.
shoes for Private Stuckey, of the
'
' ' '' Y
Sixth Engineers, but the government promise to pay?" '
figures he Is worth all the extras he
"Oh, yes; I raised a smile.
costs. The shoes are No. 16, made
' No fight Is ever over until one side,.
to order. Stuckey Is 8 feet 8 Inches
high, weighs 235 pounds and Is 27 to it suits.
;
years old. He was one of Jess
's
trainers tor' three 'years' and
Vcur Eves tlzzú Csrc '
fought the Kansan a
fa
Eye ReKis&
.Try Mot-In- s
191L Ills friend Is 5 feet 4 Inches
Jnst Hr Comfort. 60 Cf r' 4 ;
Bmnrtinf rnn.lL
Writ tor i res Br liocit,
or
preexist
and wears a 6H shoe.
lítJiOMB XE BSMJX CO., ttiüAtaU
'
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Letters In the Mails Today

T7D IT

Bearing Magic Words "With the Colors"

3A
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Keynote cf the Splendid Work the Y.M.C.A. Does Among
Our l1en In Uniform Is Keeping Them In
Touch With the Folks at Home.
STAMPED

WITH STARS AND STRIPES

AND

RED

Public Auction, at our Farm

We will offer at

"

13 miles N.E. of ROY, 11 miles S.E. of MILLS,
2 miles S.E. of Brand School house, on- -

TRIANGLE

Multifarious Ways in Which the Association Appeals to Your Boy,
Your Neighbor's Boy, or Some Boy You Know and Love
Creates a Helpful Environment in Cantonment, on Way Overseas,
'
in Front Line Trench and Beyond First to Aid as He Comes
Tottering Back Give Your Share of the $35,000,000 Required to
Accomplish This "Last Evidence That Somebody Cares.""

;

!

was érenlas on trie broad
Hempstead Plain, Long Island,
where the Rainbow division was
spending Its last night betore embarking ior France. It bad been raining
tiard In the afternoon a cold, "steady
autumn downpour and there was
nothing to suggest the rainbow in the
outward aspect of the camp. Lines
and linea of sodden canvas boused
27,000 men, gathered from 27 different
eta tee. The ground was dotted with
pools and quagmires. Under the wet
canvas It was damp and cold, with, a
penetrating chill. Lit by flickering
candles, the tents were far from cheer-tu- t
shelter for a man's last night in
Ms native land.
But there were seven big tente
where electric lights, numbers and
friendliness made the night pleasant.

3T

least Is on Its way to you. Each one
of our 18 cantonments, where the new
national army is being trained, Is
using more than a million sheets ol
this paper every month. In the draft
army alone that means 16,000,000 filaments of love every month reaching
out from the great encampment where
the men are being trained into the
greatest army this nation has evei
dreamed and binding tnem to the
hearts at homo. Multiply that by
thinking of all the other places where
Uncle Sam has men with the flag In
navy yards, on the high seas, in arse
nals and officers' training camps and
"Over There" in France. In all these
places men are writing home. Those
unassuming little sheets of notepapei
gladden millions of hearts a day
They transfer more love from oat

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock A.M.Sharp, The following property

and Mulles

Brown horse 4yrs. 10501bs,
6, 850, Sorrel mare 10, 950, Bay Maac 10,
Sorrel saddle-hors- e
bay mare,
850, 2 Bay mares 4, and 6, 1000 each,
Span
horse Mules, wt. 850 each.
Bay mare 8yrs. 1050 lbs,

.

5-yr-o-

2-yr--
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Cattle
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3 Milch Cpws,whiarcse4

rs, aíl
cow, Ked heifer yrs,
giving milk, lO.yr-ol2 yearling heifers, 2 bull calves, Heifer calf,
d

SHORT-HOR..5Í

BULL, 2 years old.
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SOW,

POLAND-CHIN- A
Music, Games, Good Reading and Correspondence Facilities in Y. M. C. A.
Building.

In each of these a soldier was strumming on a piano; others were reading
books and magazines; hundreds were
Behind the
writing letters home.
raised counter at one end three or four
young men were busy passing out
selling
notepaper and envelopes,
stamps and weighing parcels,' which
the men were sending home. ' One ot
the soldiers said to me as I stood In
the tent used chiefly by men from
Jowa: "We came all the way here
from Des Moines, and we were mighty
lonely. Then we found this T. M. C.
A. on the job, and it's been a home
and more than a home to us. It gave
ns what we wanted when- we needed
It most We'll never forget it The
hoys' best friend Is the Y. M. C. A."
Upstanding Fellows.
Fine, Clean-Cu-t,
How close those benches were
ed with men, bending over the long
tables absorbed in their writing!
What an appeal to the sympathies
those great groups of soldiers make!
upstanding fellows,
Fine, clean-cusome ot them mere boys, one thinks
immediately of the sacrifice they have
made for the rest of us and how precious they are to some one back home.
Somewhere, In far oft farm or village
or city street, there are parents or
brothers or wives who would give all
(hey possess for one glimpse ot those
sunburned faces as yon and I see
them on their last night before going
croas. And It was with a throb of
the heart that I watched them, bent
over their letter paper, in one after
smother of those seven big tents.
These were the tents of the T. M. C.
A. On that last night in America the
association was serving the soldiers
In the beet of all ways giving them
s.n opportunity to write home. On
previous nights they had enjoyed boxing bouts, movies, concerts, dramatics
and a score of healthy entertainments
as well as religious meetings. But on
this last night home ties were strongest And perhaps that is the keynote
of the splendid work the Y. M. C. A.
is doing among our men In uniform
Sleeping them in touch with home.
Maglo Words, "With the Colors."
In these times there are some letters that mean more to us than any
we have ever read before. They are
written on sheets of paper stamped
with the Stars and Stripes and. the
red triangle ot the Y. M. C. A., and
they bear the mr.gic words, "With the
Colors." There are many more than
a million such letters in the malls now
while yon read this. Perhaps one at
-

t.

3

part of the world to another than sta
tlstlcs can express.
Statistics are
pretty poor anyway when It comes to
reckoning in terms of love and human
tenderness. Let's put It this way:
That the Y. M. C. A. is the biggest express company the world has ever
seen, and the parcels it Is handling
are the loves and devotions of human
beings.

World's Beit Loved Trademark.
This war has made us think bard
and fast Your boy or your neighbor's boy or some boy you know and
love has been called to do his share
in the big job of policing the world for
democracy and human liberty. Is it
any comfort to you to know that wherever his duty may call him your boy
will nave a friend that will serve him
in body, mind and soul? Are" you
glad to know that this friend will place
books and magazines at his disposal,
organize classes to teach him whatever he wants to learn, give him a
pocket testament and invite him to
join religious meetings of the faith
that he was brought up in? Did yof
realize that the assoclatlo'n provldtl
athletic equipment for his favorite
games, teaches him games if he knows
none and holds concerts, lectures,
movies, Bible classes, dramatic 'entertainments and every kind of wholesome amusement to keep blm interested? Are you glad to know that this
friend will go with him overseas, befp
to shield him from a score of difficult
and dangerous temptations and follow
him right up to the front line trench
and beyond it? The last contact the
soldier has with this life he loves so
well is a cup of tea given him by the
Y. M. C. A. free just before he goes
"over the top" to a hand to hand struggle with the enemy. And as he comes
tottering back from No Man's Land,
wounded,- - but strong enough and
plucky enough to keep on his feet
even before his wounds are dressed
the Y. M. C. A. is waiting for nim with
tea and sweet chocolate, the great comforts of the man in the trenches. Do
you wonder that the Red Triangle is
called "the best loved trademark In
the world?" One soldier in France has
called it "the last evidence that anybody cares."
It every thinking citizen could see
with his or her own eyes something
of the actual work being done for our
men by the association there would be
no question of the Y. J.L C. A. having
to appeal to the public for money.
Rather than let this essential work
falter for an Instant rich men would
sell their motorcars, poor men would

l-4i-
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Some Snapped Corn,

And other articles too numerous to mention.

1
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PA

credit of 12 months wil1 be given on a11 6ums over $10- - Purchaser givinjr bankable
or approved Security, bearing 12 percent interest from date if nor paid when due,
All sums of $10.00 and under, Cash,
over
$10.00 if paid on date of sale,
sums
cash
on
for
Opercent discount
"
No property to be removed until settled for.
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WMIG

Biro's

Owners
Col. F.O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
9

Lunch will be served.
forego coveted possessions or stab necessities. The work must go on,
there Is no one thing that con
tributes so much to the spirit end' efficiency ot the troops. The Y. M. C.
A. is working night and day to help
the government win this war. And
every penny that is given to aid the
work Is s direct assistance to the
health, happiness and strength of your
boy and mine.
Snapshots of KleidJcop!o Work.
In all the big cities In France whers
our men pass through in large num-

tliat Tney never" meet any discourtesy
at the hands of the soldiers. The Importance of this service can be estimated by the fact that at least 60,009
soldiers .are on leave in London every
week. Over half of these sleep In Y.
iM. C. A. beds every night
Entertainment on Vast Seals.
The Y. M. C. A. has erected a big
auditorium, seating 3,000, in each ot
the big draft camps, and huge Chautauqua tents, seating 2,500 In the otner
encampments.
The association Is running a 22 week entertainment circuit
among the camps and Is paying 18
companies of entertainers, who are
traveling to SO camps performing before the men.
In each of the draft camps the Y.
M. C. A. has ten secretaries engaged
in educational work. The association
Is seeing to it that every man who
cannot speak English is taught to do
bo. In many ot tne camps the association has a singing director, who is
teaching the men to sing the popular
and martial airs that do so much to
keep up their spirit

bers, the Y. M. C. A. is operating
hoatels, where they can get beds and
meals at a minimum cost In London
the American Y. M. C. A. nas erected
a large building for our soldiers and a
clubhouse for American officers.
There are Y. M. C. A. dugouts right
fcehlnd the front line trenches, where
the soldiers can get hot drinks, crackers and other comforts at all hours.
Over 2,000 men who had been rejected on account of physical disability
have been able to get Into the British
army by reason of the physical work
of the British Y. M. C. A.
A fleet of motor cars leaves the big
1h"ono ST üíe tlKCT fárhps the Y. M.
Y. M. C. A. headquarters In London at C. A. is pupervifling athletics on 120
solMidnight every night to pick up
playing fields, providing full athletic
diers who are wandering about the equipment. The winners of the
streets without any wholesome lodging
games will play the chamin which to spend the night. These pions of tho other camps.
cars are operated by Englishwomea
cf position and refinement, who report

'Oñe "oTthe'gréaXést Eunices
by the association is the making

.
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out of money orders by which the men
can send their pay boms to their families. In soms ot ths big camps the
Y. M. C. A. is providing banking facilities for the men as well.
Do Your Bit With
Tsnntr.
This month (November) ths Y. M.
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Triangle Dugout
Trenches.

In

the
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$35.000,000

to carry

on its work among our soldiers and
their allies until next July. Of this
$35.000,000 about $24.000,000 will be
spent on the work with our own troops
or about $10 for every taan In Uncle
Sam's uniform. If everybody who has
received letters from soldiers snd sailors were to contribute $10 ths task
would be easy. Are your bov'a health
and happiness and clean sou! worth
$10 to you?
Your town mayor, your pastor, your
school superintendent will know who
is the treasurer of the campaign committee In your county or town. Otherwise send a check or money order to
Cleveland IL Dodgo, treasurer, 124
East Twenty-eightstreet, Now York
city.
Only sacrificial giving by millions of
slvers will make possible the contln-aanc- e
of this vast work for American
wldlers and for those of our allies.

